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FOREWORD

It is evolutionary biology.  Once we become political, we no longer accept reasoned 
argument, or receive sensual messages from the physical world.  Political peers ask peers to confirm 
their identities and then live inside that mirror-born consensus.  Naked emperors thrive in such 
environments.  Of course my innocence knew this in the first place, but social experience leads us 
astray.

The craftsman touches truth in the nature of materials, as the farmer does in the nature of 
soil.  If professionals, they profess it, having learnt from both the physics of their environment and 
from their peers.  So there can be professional conversation.

Once upon every time until now, the skilled have run the kingdom, but have never held the 
throne.  The king is enthroned, the farmer farms and the baker bakes.  The king in his sickness is 
subject to his subject, the physician and when hungry to his cook.

King, farmer, cook and everyone else are adult roles.  A king may be despotic, but good 
farming or cooking techniques increase the assets of the despotism.  Power likes a nice loaf of 
bread, an epic tale and a new song or two and doesn’t much care how these are produced.  Good 
and bad kings; good and bad tale tellers have cycled back and forth between romance, classicism 
and decadence, since history began.

Until modernity!  Now Power’s courtiers are all over the bakery and in every corner of my 
farm.  Professing voices are drowned, as Milton says, by blind-mouthed, political chatter.  
Consequently, economies have been stripped of primal values and primal responses.

This pamphlet calls on the skills to resume the ancient roles.  Perhaps Power will value new 
assets as we grow them.  She’ll see where her best interests lie, slip quietly back on the throne and 
there rest her pretty head.  Then the unmolested skilled may be freed to re-discover some skills.  If 
not, Power will have no buns for her tea.  Natural laws wash powers away.  Two degrees for flood, 



three for resource wars, four for famine........ Copenhagen?  Cancun?  Status quotas and pardoner’s 
tales!  The extraordinary powers of Oil have made laws of physics and biology irrelevant.  Social 
systems have been developed instead, on the whim of ideas.  

I address you as delegate, because I imagine this as my contribution to an assembly of those 
evacuating the casino to embark for solid economic ground.  I hope once there, that whenever 
legislation is proposed from a mere idea, several billion rib-cages will shake with the power of 
gentle laughter.

The particular idea which my farming experience sets out to refute in these pages is the 
Naked Emperor’s Fallacious Assumption.  It is central to the Centre for Alternative Technology’s, 
Zero Carbon Britain 2030 report and has found a consensus in much of Green Modernity’s thinking.  
 You will find it set out on the page before the Contents page.

Gentle laughter may have been the best response, but since the Welsh Assembly is adopting 
the CAT report as a blue print for a Zero Carbon Wales, I rend my garments, adopt the tragic mode 
and howl at incomprehension.  ZCB 2030 is a blue print for the gently smoking embers of green 
fields and a cuisine of gas and ashes.

However, if enough professionals profess that the Knowledge Economy is naked then 
common laughter at its naked technology-transference may just do the trick.

CHAPTER ONE

The Organic Age or Maximum Carbon Britain
We are entering the Age of living proteins and leaving the Age of the Fossilised Dead.  

Having lived without economy or history in a fossil-powered levitation, European Modernity must 
step down from her fossil planets onto singular living Earth.  Her effects have accumulated in 
historic landscapes.  While we forgot physical laws they did not forget us.  It is the Fall and there 
will be house-work to be done.

But there is pleasure in re-appearance of once-familiar assets as we shuffle the prodigal’s 
road through an uncertain dawn.  There is lovely colour to falling leaves, nuts and seeds of our 
inconvenient autumn.  Solutions are hidden in our own mistakes.

Once upon a time, we fell from hunter-gathering to agriculture. Then we rose to the glass 
towers of the fossil garden.  As we fall again, though we pine for the life of Hunter Gatherer, we’ll 
find that the playful innocence of the consumer forest has gone.  Felling the retail park, we’ll see 
wilderness pushing up through our best laid plans.  What is agriculture?  It is the culture of a 
bordered terrain.  What is an industrial society?  It is an emergent property of the efficiencies of 
agriculture.

Fossil energy, while replacing artisan labour, has expanded European desires by the mass of 
two Earth-sized moons.  Sublunary, original Earth is seen as an anachronism to be preserved in bio-
diversity action plans, nature reserves, field margins, ring-fenced organic farms and environmental 
schemes.  There are “future technology” plans for an annual moon growth of two and three quarter 
percent.  This will create forty five moons in a hundred years.  Plenty of space to hide the carbon 
problem!  Ethically too:  Lives without time have been lives without consequence.
                Millions of sequestered years of photo synthesis have been released through the sluices of 
a few decades.  Fossilized time has created the spacious way of life to which we’ve grown 
accustomed and now that fossil resources are to diminish…  Modernist thinking considers only 
space and “progress” towards perfection of spaces, which supersede time, history and mortality.  



The idea of progress is of regress from time towards ideas derived from ideas and technology from 
technology.  Knowing that she must de-carbonise somewhere, the knowledge economist measures 
timeless mass and sequesters it to prevent respiratory loss.  She burns trees to replace coal, because 
she believes trees can replace themselves from gas and ashes, with no returning flow of mineralised 
protein.  Imaginary parallel leaves re-absorb gas from “green” wood-chip boilers.   The quantum 
carbon accountant’s parallel leaf spaces, (for this fallen pragmatist) are parallel possibilities in  
time.  Only one possibility can ever come to exist.

                Stand on a river bridge: the greater the flow, the greater the mass.  Rise up from the Earth 
and look down (I’ve given you Hermes’s shoes): the greater the flow of life, the greater its climate 
balancing force and the greater the appetizing volume of biomass.

Time has consequence!   If we burn life, we diminish its return to other lives.  As we settle 
our singular Earth, we must speed the mass of living carbon (within complex protein) and slow our 
reliance on the fossilized dead.  In doing so, we re-join the flows of history: metabolically, 
nervously and spiritually.  Our lives do not displace life, as a rock displaces water in a pond but 
become it, just as water flows into water.  Of course species can come and go and with them an 
intricacy of symbioses.

Calculating a flow of water in tons per minute is easy because we know its density and can 
measure its speed.  Calculating the flow of respiring, inhaling, excreting, farting, belching, 
munching and swigging life is not, because it is a complex symbiosis of the varying speeds of very 
many metabolisms interwoven into the flow of Wilderness.  That wilderness is as present in the 
glass of wine on my restaurant table as in the remotest forest.  

Because Modernity sees no difference between carbon in life and in fossilised death, she 
measures it without reference to time.  The same apparent masses of carbon buried in bio-char 
(slow) and soil fungi (fast) will differ by their metabolic speeds. The apparent mass is measured by  
the scale.  The true mass has the added coefficient of time.  

Incomparably more water can flow beneath our bridge, though its mass (suspended in time) 
may be the same as the rocks round which it flows.  This understanding is so simple that it needs 
the simple mind of a farmer.  Bio-charring reduces the mass of life in soil and so in plant growth 
and resultant photo synthesis, by slowing fermentation and so mineralisation and so plant food.   It 
also partially increases the mass of lifelessness by part-combustion.  Death is an essential part of  
life.  Lifelessness is far more chilling.

The wood chip boiler reduces a total mass of life to lifelessness.  Burnt willow cannot re-
grow at its former rate.  Willow ash is as lifeless and still as the rocks in our stream.  The 
subsequent area of willow leaves presented for photo synthesis will have been shrunk.   

 Life is a river.  A once and future lifeless Earth is the rock round which it flows.  Rock is 
finite.  Life is variable.  Life and lifelessness are tendencies.  Choose!

In a cool, sequestered grange of soil, lapidary guardians take living protein and char it to 
reduce wild fermentation.  They’d slow the flow of unruly life.  Some would slow the flow to 
stillness and shut the treasure chest.  But, as with the miser’s hoard, life is reduced to jewels of dead 
space.  Treasury reduces a mass of life to lifelessness.

 What of the South American agriculture (Terra Preta), which used bio-char so effectively?  
Hunting, foraging and fishing produced a surplus of waste, so that bio-char became a useful tool for 
the storage of surplus soil fertility.  All wastes were returned to its soils, but food was imported from 
outside the agricultural system.  

Earth has nothing beyond her systems, but the convenience of fossil moons.

A legacy of empire is the habit of importing bio mass and so increasing the fertility of 
imperial soils, while diminishing the fertility of “Commonwealth” soils.  The custom (or political 
consensus) is for an infinite Commonwealth.



So, as we fall from oil-powered illusions of economic growth, we’ll find that we can remove 
from a landscape an equal mass to that which we return.  Solar energy, imported through photo 
synthesis gives us (and our fellow species) leeway to run about, play a bit and to make mistakes.  
Solar-granted mistakes are both inevitable and essential, because we learn from them.  Mistakes are 
resources for learning.

Not even the Sun can grant the re-filling of the empty holes in the ground, from which 
Modernity was created. Post Modernity must reconnect with living time and to forgotten laws 
nature.

Organic husbandries can speed cycles towards more vigorous climate balancing respiration 
and greater agricultural yields.  Remember that the highest yield is the optimum yield of use and 
then equal return, so that the highest yield is zero.  The equation works in a system of values.  
Today, when waste has no value, my “organic” cereal yield may be three tons per acre.  Tomorrow 
when waste has value, then I will give back as I take and attempt a maximum zero!  If I exceed 
optimum zero, then either my neighbour, or the following season will pay.  

The economic catalyst, in which we find rewards, is of course, labour value. 
While we consider value in economics we must consider its essential symbiosis with ethics. 

Green Revolutionaries have extracted crop masses, smaller than the fossil and mineral 
masses imported.  And worse: replacement of soil bio mass by fossil mass has diminished the speed 
of recovery towards an optimum yield of soil-symbiotic crops.  Negative equity may have 
accumulated beyond re-payment of the debt.  Since cities are emergent properties of agriculture, as 
agriculture is of soil, soil bankruptcy means economic collapse. 

As Ivan Illich says, it also indicates a collapse of responsive virtue. (Declaration on Soil 
1990)

Looking across new landscapes, when the fossil ghosts have departed, what sort of an 
economy can we build?   Large populations live in complex agricultures.  We Fall from child-like 
hunter-gathering, to a place where we must work, like adults for what we receive.  If that seems 
bleak, it is riches to me, because the transaction makes connection as we send nervous and 
metabolic roots into a responsive terrain.  We are prodigals returning home.

 I don’t sneer at childhood, or at hunter gathering.  They are no longer ours to choose.  The 
playful innocence of the consumer forest has gone.

Agricultural cycles have been slowed by the Oil/Green Revolution.  Soil has been degraded 
to a sump to hold water and the simple fossil, or rock derived minerals, which “fertilise” crops.  

Stand in an arable field and let a handful of half-living soil fall into the wind.  As 
communities fall from the modernist abstraction into the physics of the world, let’s hope there won’t 
be too much of a breeze.  We shall re-connect with physics, or blow like Oklahoma dust.

If civilizations endure, coal and oil will lie untouched; already sequestered, but more 
importantly, bio-fuelled fires will be quenched: paper-waste, green waste, sewage, straw, willow, 
rye grass, miscanthus, oil seeds, wheat, maize, jatropha nuts, kelp, algae and sweet Ash logs, 
smoking quietly from innocent cottage chimneys.  Sceptical Science will gaze from Milton’s Lonely 
Tower.  There she has value.  She’s been dragged into commerce and political doctrine and has lost 
both her watch and her compass.  Disseminants of the Knowledge Economy, wearing the coolest of 
Cool Britannia shades, have stepped into an anachronism, where history ends.



CHAPTER TWO

From the Fossil Garden to the Burning Fields
I grab you by the lapels and shake you a bit.  Listen! -  The Centre for Alternative 

Technology’s plan for a zero carbon Britain.  I wrote the following a few years ago, immediately the 
initial plan was released (published in Notes from the Old Blair and Bush 2008).  CAT has since 
produced a more fashionable version to include charcoal, more perennial species and some 
anaerobic digestion, but I refer to the old plan here because it exposes the fallacy of CAT’s 
underlying and unchanged assumptions more clearly.

The (old) report says that there are 18m hectares of agricultural land in Britain. It proposes  
what most would agree to be necessary. That is: a reduction of livestock numbers, an increase in  
arable and intensive horticultural land and an increase in woodland. These are at the expense of  
permanent pastures (6m ha down to 1m ha) and rough grazing (6m ha down to 2m ha).

However, the report also suggests that 4m ha of short and longer rotation woodland be  
burnt for energy and that a third of the arable rotation should also be burnt (Rape and  
Miscanthus).  So the report proposes that 4m ha plus 3.3m ha., or 40.5% of the agricultural land of  
Britain is combusted. No suggestion is made for the replacement of combusted life even though it is  
suggested that “organic methods” will increase carbon sequestration! Under the C.A.T.  
agricultural regime the Lands of Britain will move inexorably towards desert and the life in their  
soils will be annually reduced so that less and less carbon is held in its pining bio mass.

Laws of agricultural practice are very simple, although the effects of our practices are  
complex beyond classification. You’ll not get ow’t from now’t.

The suggested arable rotation is of twelve years: Years 1, 2 and 3 are in Miscanthus Grass,  
which is to be burnt, Year 4 Fallow Legume, Year 5 Turnip, Year 6 Wheat or Potatoes, Year 7 Rape  
Oil Fuel, Year 8 Grain Legume Peas or Beans, Year 9 Green Manure, Year 10 Cereal, Year 11  
Green Manure and Year 12 Spring Cereal under-sown with clover.

The straw in this rotation is burnt for energy. So not only are the crops of four years of the  
twelve year rotation destroyed by fire, so that those years return nothing but lifeless gas and ash,  
but also the three years of cereals return some human, or animal waste from the grains but nothing  
from the straw. I can tell you dear Reader that after those twelve years, Britain’s agricultural yields  
will have fallen so dramatically that most of us will not have enough to eat.

The report proposes that by “adding organic matter to the soil, organic farming is following  
its essential principles and also providing a carbon sink”. The report simultaneously suggests that  
we burn the organic matter that has grown from our soils and so do not re-add it. It suggests that  
bio energy crops act as break crops to maintain the health of the soil. It suggests that “for various  
reasons” successive harvests of Miscanthus deplete soil nutrients very little and also improve soil  
structure. Whoever wrote it must have had a headache after trawling too many statistics. I doubt  
that the piece of paper, on which the various reasons were jotted down, can be found. I suspect that  
Miscanthus (although I’ve not grown it) does have a nice fibrous root system, which gives the soil a  
nice crumbly feel, but I also suspect that her magical virtue of living off nothing has been gathered  
from the seed catalogue of a plant breeding institute, which holds patents on Miscanthus varieties.

The lungs of Earth expand as her bio mass expands and as the night soils of London are 
returned to the market gardens of the Thames Valley.  The human economy is one part of a greater 
metabolism.  

When economy and ecology are seamlessly enmeshed, then the economy will revolve at  
optimum speed.  When they are not, then friction between them will slow both their cycles, grind  
down bio mass and release wasted economic heat.

The truth is we must re-carbonise the living and de-carbonise the fossilised dead.  Shut the 
sluices so that coal, oil and gas lie quietly sequestered, (where they were first laid to rest) and open 



the sluices for the bio mass of Earth.  Optimum Carbon Britain: that is maximum carbon for its 
pulsing, pumping, bio massive space!  A return to a balance of Three Hundred and Fifty parts per 
million means a lot of inhaling and bio expansion.  CAT’s authors would burn forty percent of the 
crops of Britain and then also all the straw from our cereal crops.  Poor Ceres leans over the rim of 
the world, coughing through the smoke and receives not a bushel of tribute – well some gas and 
ashes!  CAT’s fields will blow before the grapes of her mother’s wrath.  Find another energy  
source, she says.  I cannot and there is not and we are mortal again.  Societies can unwind in 
enmeshed sequence into fields of living time.  The faster the flow the more we’ll have to eat and the 
more powerful the lungs of our mother Earth will grow.  Turn back from Heathrow, turn down the 
heating and put on an extra jumper.  If you must fly, build a hang glider.

Many turn to bio char, because it seems both new-biological and to have within it, the 
wisdom of the ancients.  

“The only tool we have to bring carbon dioxide back to pre-industrial levels is to let the  
biosphere pump it from the air for us”, says the creator of Daisy World (rightly), who then 
abandons his thought by wildly sequestering daisy protein deep in timeless anaerobia and so 
reducing the muscular power of his daisy pump. (James Lovelock, Let the earth remove CO2 for us,  
The Guardian 24th March 2009)

Not only Carbon, but the whole complexity of regenerating Protein becomes sequestered.  
Farmers deprived of fertiliser sacks should consider that Nitrogen, Phosphate, Potash and essential 
trace elements become unavailable for plant growth.

While we have been focused on the increase of atmospheric CO2, atmospheric Oxygen has 
been reducing.  As oil departs so crop yields and their Oxygen production will further diminish.  
Yields can increase only at the rate that soil life returns.  Yields from poor, or thin soils in temperate 
regions will not return to green revolutionary levels, though the best soils may yield as well.  Yields 
in more difficult climates will increase, because of newly-resilient soil structures!  However, after 
subtracting input from output, all yields will increase.  Green Revolutionaries kept no accounts.

***

CAT has now (2010) published its Zero Carbon Britain 2030 report and I’m told that the 
Welsh Assembly is adopting it as a blue print for a Zero Carbon Wales.  The report remains based 
on the following assumption: 

“If biomass is burned, the chemistry is more or less reversed, and the original energy and  
raw material (CO2 and water) are released.  There is then no net gain or loss of CO2, which is  
why biological fuels are considered to be “Carbon neutral.”

What well fed and indolent lives we’d lead if crops could grow from a diet of nothing as 
suggested above.  For now, most produce is fed by (the energy in) fossil protein and by the minerals 
in mined rock dusts.  For the future we shall depend on life in the soil.  With reference to soil life, 
here’s another of CAT’s psychoses:

“The crucial problem with most forms of organic matter applied, or returned to the soil is  
that they are unstable.  They are high-energy “food” materials easily attacked by decomposer  
organisms, mostly microbial, which readily break them down and release stored CO2.”

The art of farming is in the encouragement of “decomposer organisms, mostly microbial”.  
That goes for crop yield as much as for the muscular power of James Lovelock’s daisy pump.

SOME MORE QOUTATIONS:  "It may be possible to sequester carbon by simply dumping  
biomass in the deep ocean.  This sounds as bizarre as many other geoengineering proposals, but  
the economics appear to be quite attractive."
 
"However, in view of the crucial importance of net negative processes, the scenario acknowledges  



the possibility of biomass carbon storage in engineered silos (Zeng 2008). This might well be  
practical in the next 20-30 years, since it is already happening in an uncontrolled manner and on  
a surprisingly large scale."
 
The authors mean land fill.
 
The authors suggest you can burn, or remove a crop into a "silo" and simultaneously mineralise the 
same proteins for plant food in the soil.  (Otherwise they must believe that the same area of leaf is 
presented year on year for photo synthesis having grown from a diet of nothing)  There is a flow 
chart on page 199.  The square: “biomass crops” has four arrows emerging from it and 
none pointing in.  That is the Naked Emperor’s contribution.  From biomass our authors get “soil  
organic matter, biochar and: other storage processes.”  The outcome is “decarbonise energy 
system.”  They have no income.
The report’s figures are founded on the original fallacy: if biomass is burned and etc. But someone 
(such as the elegantly naked emperor) must have said this once at a beautiful person’s party, so that 
it has become generally accepted by most institutions and by most of my friends.  The Centre for 
Alternative Land Use, the Institute of Biological, Environmental and Rural Sciences, most 
university departments and even the IPCC assume it.  Consequently every chart, graph and 
conclusion of the CAT report is suspect.  They are rather like our measurement for GDP: spending 
with no need to pay.  CAT’s “sequestration sink” will empty a little more at each harvest, creating 
annual losses of CO2 to the atmosphere.  CAT’s “biological fields” are not “carbon neutral”.
 
  In the same manner, Zero Carbon Britain’s cows belch in straight lines, from rumen to atmosphere, 
with no record of the circular symbioses of their pastures.  Neither, do rotated pastures mitigate East 
Anglian prairies, or stimulate milk, butter, and cheese-making for East Anglian market squares. 
 Lamb and Wool (for a renaissance of medieval prosperity) could contribute similarly in that 
respect.  The authors prefer arable-fed pigs and poultry.  The mineralising, gas-releasing plough has 
been put away for bio fuels.  Why not for livestock?  Pigs and poultry are excellent re-cyclers of 
wastes, surpluses and by-products.  
(Perennial species reduce soil-life disruption, but combusted perennials walk the same road to 
Oklahoma that annuals do.  They simply walk more slowly.)
Of course we are agreed about trees, smaller fields and more and larger hedge rows (letting hedges 
grow up is the swiftest and easiest route to a breathing and also more diverse countryside).  We 
agree about an increase in market gardens, orchards, self-sufficiency in cereals and a probable 
halving of livestock numbers.  My reduction comes from factory and feed-lot animals, which we 
eat, then don’t replace.  
The animal factories generate economies of scale but not economies of ecology, or conviviality.
Pastured livestock can integrate into lowland arable and horticultural regions for the benefit of both, 
while releasing upland pasture for woodland.  Meanwhile, the Cuban experience has shown the 
benefits of urban agriculture.  
Aspiring, perennial cultures would naturally explore perennial cropping systems.  However, cereals 
and pulses remain stubbornly annual.  A perennial plant stores bio mass in its roots for the next 
season’s re-growth.  It has no surplus energy for excessive production of seed.  An annual plant 
banks its future in seed.  Forest gardeners have been exploring other cultures and diets.  Let’s 
experiment, but be suspicious of the attractive ideas of elegantly naked emperors.
Naked organic farmers have suggested that the Carbon sequestering power of organically managed  
acres may justify annual holiday flights.  The larger your acreage, the further, or more frequently 
you can fly.  Customers with small gardens or allotments must stay grounded.  Leaving aside the 
uneasy and ridiculous moral, this is how the Naked Carbon Auditor works:
The Organic Farmer’s crops are (as first principle) assumed to be carbon neutral.  The auditor  
need only add emissions and subtract sequestrations above and below that leafy line of zero.  
Child’s play. – but -  adult nonsense.  



We can measure emissions, atmospheric gases, crop yields and temperatures.  However, 
sequestration escapes analysis.  In any case it gives the impression of the cool, the still and the 
hoarded.  The truth is a riot of life, varied in mass by the coefficient of time.  
Photo synthesis is a method employed by plants composed of hungry, complex proteins, which are 
in turn, composed of and are dependant on very many cycling elements.
 
                Farmers from ancient times have survived by the Rule of Return.  Galen and Virgil knew.  
They both say so.  All we need today are those same first principles.
 
Bio fuels are not Carbon neutral.  They have a greater atmospheric CO2 effect than fossil 
fuels.  If we burn life, we add to atmospheric CO2, but also reduce the mass of CO2 absorbing 
life.  If we burn fossil fuels, we add to atmospheric CO2, but the mass of life continues to live 
and breathe. 
 
I must bang on, because most don’t get it.  Here’s a question.  If we grow a crop, then burn the 
harvest, returning nothing but ashes, will we receive the same yield the following year?  
 Furthermore, will leaves present the same area for the following year’s photo synthesis?  
I’m sorry to have concentrated on CAT, but she perfectly represents the modernist space-without-
time thinking.  I don’t mean to insult the genuine work of CAT in the mechanical fields of turbines 
and building techniques, where she is authoritatively at home.
Though she reduces flights by two thirds, CAT proposes bio fuels for aviation.  The fossil-deprived 
Muse of Physics tells me that flying days are over.
 

***
 
Quantum thinking in time/space has studied form by an assumption of the forming.  New physics 
unfolds at a molecular level, but study the stone, which rolls from my footstep and I return to the 
world of Descartes.  I’ve inherited limiting capacities to consider first time and then space.  That 
guides my footsteps and provides for my needs but ultimate truth eludes it. 
Both our understanding and appetites have evolved to be fitting.  We are an evolved piece of a 
puzzle, in which we’ve grown just the understanding appropriate to our place.  
Modernity dreams of progressively unfolding truths, which she studies before the mirror in the 
leisure granted by fossil-time.  Beautiful Narcissus finds space in timelessness.  He reduces natural 
complexity, not by natural laws but by the mirror’s law: his grammatical self.
Oil departs and prodigal Narcissus shambles reluctantly home.  His self-regard is contrasted with 
labours of fields, their unpredictable histories and the seasonal work to be done in them.

It follows that we abandon rightful space for responsible method.  We re-tune our senses for 
the unexpected and walk, hoe on shoulder, into a world of inconvenient delight. 

The modernist auditor has no column for the power of life, nor has she measured her living 
depreciations.  That is the magic catalyst, which I pull from my hat.  It is the one asset we can grow 
which exceeds the assets we held as oil powered gods.  Good husbandry manages harvest and return 
towards stable, optimum speeds.  Cycle too fast and the following season must pay, too slow and 
the current season pays.  Modernist agriculture has severed the flow of soil bio mass. So it follows 
that organic systems have the potential to slowly resume that flow for both our appetites and the 
balancing of atmosphere.  I say slowly because it may take many years for a once fossil powered 
field to recover an optimum flow of life.  As you know also, subtract input from output and organic 
systems out-yield fossil-derived systems.  

It is urgent, as I descend from those two fossil planets that as a farmer, I call to my 
customers from wherever I can find room to stand.  I’ll do that by trial and error.  There is no telling 
where time goes until we collide with it.  Agriculture is of the whole society.  It is settlement within 
the ecological limits of the terrain which feeds it.  I must stand in that terrain and call to my 



customers.   As customers call back, together we join economy to ecology and busying fields to 
convivial market squares.  Modernist Greens stand compliantly in supermarket aisles because most 
people shop there.  They stand and wait for habits to change, while pardoning air freight from hills 
of development beans.  Each transaction in the linear super market is one less in the responsive 
cycles of a market square.

No coal, no fossil gas, no oil, no bio fuel, no pesticides, no artificial fertiliser.  We’ll have 
gravitational and tidal water power.  We’ll have the radiance of the sun.  We’ll have wind for 
turbines, pumps and sailing ships.  And once again we’ll have the power of life: of fermentation.  
Gases naturally rise and fall.  They escape our ways of life.  On my own farm I’m reluctant to add 
water to aerobic, composting systems to expel air and gather methane for my white van journeys to 
market.  However in biology I think we’ve only just begun.  And in physics too: Listen! 
 Modernism will only consider an idea derived from another idea.  That is her idea of progress! 
 And so she cannot explore the laughable notion of sailing ships.  So not Cool Britannia’s Third 
Way!

A part of our adventure is re-discovery of the forms of time.  I find a series of heartbeats 
which powered me into the world and will in sequence come to a close.  I find an abrupt end to my 
electric car journey, which reflects like time’s mirror the revolutions of a turbine.

The greatest pleasure of modern life is probably the family car.  The greatest misery of 
modern life is probably everyone else’s car.  We suffer for our pleasure.  We could reverse the 
equation.  Oil and coal have disempowered human ingenuity and yet have powered populations to 
every corner of earth.  That mass of ingenuity is to re-inherit the earth.  I falter, but remember that 
ingenuity is solitary.  There is no such thing as a corporate thought.

 Markets which function as organisms are vain ideas until we inhabit them.  First one to buy 
and one to sell!  Surplus will end in super markets, but let it end as unlabeled commodity.  Then 
super market shoppers (seeking organically grown food for instance), will come out blinking at the 
light, wondering where organically-grown food can be found.  We’ll loudly profess from wherever 
we stand, in proper shops, village shops and market squares.  

No one will do this for me.  I am supposed to be a professional who studies what is to be 
done.  Then, I am supposed to profess it.  If I wait for legislation while I could act without it, I 
become as guilty as the legislators.  Organic systems grow as market squares and town centres 
revive.  They are suppressed to the degree that retail parks survive.  I hope for a contagiously 
fashionable market square romance.  

If a politician has any skill it is that of dream catcher.  Her empty heart is a receptacle for the 
liquid of popular fashion.  Her electorate acts and then she prudently follows.  She’ll enjoy the 
terranian wine.  But we must grow it first, then ferment it, then trade it properly.  I’d romance 
terrain into the commons of thought and with it the increasingly-fashionable muses of Physics, 
Biology, Economics and History.  Remember, muses (and gods) are created by the tributes of 
solitary heads.

Here’s Ernest’s Law:  Physics, Biology, Economics and History are sisters.  Break the laws 
of one and break the filial laws of the other three.  This law has been peer-ridiculed to exile in 
Milton’s lonely tower, while her chairs, seminaries and research institutes are under the marshal law 
of the statutory, corporate-commercial, Knowledge Economy coup.  There is no conversation there.  
Come away.

None can be paid to create a culture.  Amateur ingenuity fermented the industrial revolution 
and it will be amateur curiosity which grows the agricultural return.  

Civilization, like organic husbandry is not a state to be certified, or admired.  It is a method.  
We do it.  We do it one by one.   We cultivate our gardens, build our houses and love our friends.  
We cannot wait for better wages, grants, certification schemes, or convenient legislation.  



Civilization herself is the reward.

Answers are hidden in such inconvenience.  But dawn shines low through dew-hung webs 
strung horizontally across climbing meadow grasses.  They become invisible as the sun rises.  Then 
we tread par-blind, displacing real metabolisms in fields of dreams.  Not a learning outcome to be 
found.  They are lost in career structures and peer reviews, developing what is said from the sayings 
of others.  Modernism’s crystal cave of mirrors has been achieved by the freezing of time.  
Meanwhile, we learn from what we do: from collisions with the times.  Then, as we rise from the 
indignity of our collisions, we re-set the coordinates where time has re-shaped what we do.  

We must inhabit an economy, both to learn from it and to make it grow: first one to buy and 
one to sell.  That growth is not linear, but cyclic: a balance of methods which might achieve 
optimum quantum coherence.

We are alone in time-formed fields, while modernity sleeps.  That’s quite a thought.

 

 

 

 CHAPTER THREE

Turning aside from the Convenient Third Way into the Inconvenient Thicket
It is strange that I must write this.  Farmers from the most ancient of times, from the very 

first fall from hunter-gatherer paradise must have learnt it.  A couple of seasons and the paling 
leaves of crops would be calling to be fed.

Even land agents have known it.  Until recently, most farm tenancy agreements had clauses 
forbidding the sale of hay, or straw.  Selling them reduced the value of a farm, by exporting its 
fertility.  The purchasing farmer would increase his farm’s value by importing bio mass.  However, 
when we burn Willow coppice, we asset strip the earth for a small return of utterly none renewable 
energy.  Both the bio mass and pumping capacity of fields will shrink.  A large consensus believes 
that Willow leaves re-absorb emitted carbon.  But each year, unfed leaves will become weaker and 
present smaller areas for photo synthesis.  Bio time decelerates.  Cellulose and protein though 
reduced to simple minerals and salts by soil communities are more than minerals and salts.  Plants 
take up simplicity into complexity again.  When my own coded-proteins decay into nitrogen, 
phosphate, potash and traces of essential this and that, then I shall be a tributary to the river of bio 
massive time.  Cremate me and you’ll have stolen my last moments for the return of some heat, gas 
and a sprinkling of ashes.  No urn burial for me Thomas Browne! 

Best of all, leave me exposed for what fox, crow and buzzard need, then grind my bones to make 
field-bread.

My friend, Ursel Lhude suggests we can burn the heartwood of a tree, because it has a 
structural function, rather than the metabolic one of bark, twig and leaf.  The imported solar energy 
of photo synthesis gives leeway for the combustion of old structures.  I think that is true, but the 
quantity of such timber and the time it takes to re-grow, means that it cannot answer our energy 
problem.  Short rotation, coppiced Ash, Willow and etc. (for the burner) are bio destructive and 
structural timber is better used for structures and for the replacement of old structures.  Those 
structures, such as wood-wormed roof joists, rotten fence posts, shipwrecks, broken masts and 
once-proud flag poles can be judiciously burned!  

After all, heartwood combustion is similar to fossil combustion.  Heartwood is borrowed 
from a more recent history.  

We have too many fires and must extinguish as many as we can.  When Earth’s lungs have 
expanded enough, then perhaps we can burn a little more (thinning from plantations).  For now, that 



isn’t the case.  Our lifeless modernist soils will need all the bio mass we can give them.  I think both 
heartwood and fossil fires are far safer than living biomass fires, but to reduce those three hundred 
and eighty five parts per million of CO2 in the atmosphere to the probably necessary three hundred 
and fifty, most burning must end.

Send not to know for whom the bell tolls.  It tolls for flesh of our flesh; the power in the 
leaf; the fungi at the root

While we’ve been careless in extraction, we’ve been utterly careless in return.  Unless the 
night soils of London are returned to the fields which have fed her, she will go hungry.  A successful 
urban economy is enmeshed in its wider ecology.  The talk is of peak Phosphorus but why not 
consider every element?  Every element which composes Homo sapiens and her needs!  Separation 
of household and industrial waste is an epic task, given Victorian city drainage systems.   Yet the 
virtue of the water closet, apart from the speed and ease with which it removes our wastes out of 
sight, mind and population centres, is that it expels air for the easy gathering of Methane. 

 As a farmer, wandering how crops could be fed, I can see town, city and suburban wastes of 
all kinds being spread quite thinly over the acreage needed to feed those populations, so that 
leaching and gasification would not be a problem.  Today of course, wastes are returned excessively 
to the same small areas.  However, if we return a similar bio mass to that we extract in cropping, 
then the subsequent mineralisation should be easily taken up in plant growth.  I would think that old 
green revolutionary farmers deprived of fossil proteins and rock dusts would look eagerly to have 
their share of other "fertilisers".  Of course, sewage can be applied to the green manure, or pasture 
phases of a rotation.  We rotate species: of both plant and animal.

Transport is the thing!  Water carries waste quickly, often by gravity, using little energy.  Green 
waste and sewage are heavy: much heavier, for instance than grain at 85% dry matter which 
is imported into a city.  So we need intensive populations to settle near most intensively fertile 
soils.  Ancient cities have settled in that way and usually by navigable rivers, or the coast.  
Industrial revolution cities are more inconvenient, settled as they are by coal, or iron ore.  I suppose 
suburban composted rather than liquid sewage could be achieved more easily than city composting.  
However, a more adventurously organised city, could compost its wastes as an immediate and 
simple way to separate the newly solid household sewage and green and paper wastes from its 
Victorian sewer’s liquid, industrially-polluted wastes.  What about useful gases from 
aerobic fermentation and how could we gather, refine and use them?  I know bio chemists have had 
difficulty.  But perhaps we should look again.  Answers are hidden in inconvenience.
 

***

I find the discipline of prose difficult.  I’m easier with verse.  No one reads verse though.  
Prose without rhythm, chopped into self-important obscurities is what passes for poetry in poetry 
society.  As Osip Mandlestam said, translators verse, which is similar to the prose of a verse 
translation and is always serious, without either tragedy, or comedy.  As Douglas Dunn says, it is 
cynicism without wit; mania without charm and as I say, like the rest of modernism, it is without 
rhythm.  It is the image in the mirror: space without time.  Ah well, I cannot converse there: a song 
for a song; a tale for a tale.  I wish I could speak a plainer, more conversational prose.  I wish I 
could reply in a common language to your objections, dear imaginary delegate.  We are in the same 
boat on the calm sea of fossilised time.  I say we must board another across unpredictable, pulsing 
water.  I hope a contagious fashionable romance will lead us into Al Gore’s Inconvenience.  I hope 
in turning our backs to the glass casino, we’ll find, as we re-join history, the tender joys of returning 
home.  There we must conform to mother’s laws of physics and biology, which had so stifled our 
youthful vanities!  We’ll be leaving the extra-ordinary and returning to normal, because nothing like 
the last few decades has ever been, or can ever be again.  Our homecoming is inconvenient, because 
there will be so many of us in such a small space, that we must devise new methods of living 
together.  But! As with modernist verse, without metre, we’ll be leaving a world of timeless ennui 



for a society synchronized with natural rhythms we cannot transcend.  We’ll find much 
inconvenience, but we’ll also find meaning; form; belonging; connection in the rhythmic return of 
both comedy and tragedy.  What is best in life?  Good food, good friends, a comfortable bed, a roof 
which doesn’t leak, sex, sunshine after rain, changing seasons, little flowers, bird song, music, 
theatres, wine, cleansing tears and balancing laughter.  All these can follow us into apparent 
austerity.  Make your own list.

  Fossil power has disempowered human labour and has levitated humanity into the illusions 
of something for nothing.  Fossil power has also swollen the size of that convenience to such an 
extent, that any who’d leave it for the shrunken inconvenience of sunshine, wind and rain are 
commonly regarded as unrealistic dreamers.  However the dreamer seeks real time, while the 
sensible (actually senseless) modernist would stay with the fast evaporating ghosts of a far-distant 
photo-synthesis!

My hope is that the massive swelling of populations, on the back of coal, oil and gas, will 
also provide the massive labour force to replace them.

There are also cultural equations to be re-balanced.  The pleasure of a family car against the 
noise, the smell, the dreadful danger, the narrow, humble pavements for people (or no pavements at 
all) and the broad, arrogant, community-destroying promenades for the fossil-ghost machinery!  
Well we can choose convivial town centres, streets where children can play safely and where 
birdsong at dusk is louder than engines.  We give up a liberty to gain another.  Modernist “green 
thinkers” are busy considering how to give up nothing.  And so slender stems of willow are shoved 
in the furnace and pressed seeds of vast fields of rape flow to the forecourts.    Craziest of all, living 
protein is gathered, charred and buried deep to reduce the mass of unpredictable anarchic life.  

Let’s re-carbonise, that is revivify our fossil powered casino into a living economy and swell 
the delicious, respiring biomass of both fields and market squares.  Economic systems are living 
organisms ridden by the organism of Man.  In re-learning the power of the coefficient of Time we 
can learn to flow as organisms do to optimum efficiency.   Historically, societies have tended to and 
from Mae Wan Ho’s quantum coherence!

To show how extremely clever people can be flummoxed by figures, here is Mae Wan Ho 
considering combustion of native grasslands.  Maewan has an instinct for what is practically right 
(as Einstein did).  I feel sure that she will come round to re-considering this.  Anyway, I hope she 
will forgive me: This is Mae Wan Ho expounding by genuine figures, The Naked Emperors  
Fallacious Assumption:

“LIHD biofuels are carbon negative [9] because net ecosystem sequestration of of 4.4 tonnes/ha/y  
of carbon dioxide in soil and roots exceeds fossil carbon dioxide released during biofuel  
production, estimated at 0.32 tonnes/ha”
ISIS Report 06/12/10, Biofuels Waste Energy to Produce

The above is the wrong equation to consider.  The true equation is soil bio mass in Season 1 
relative to soil bio mass in season 2.  Or we could measure leaf mass in 1 relative to 2.  Trial and 
error tells me that both soil and leaf masses will be reduced in Season 2.  Of course, the leaf area 
presented for photo synthesis will also be smaller in Season 2.  What is missing from the equation is 
the coefficient of Time.  The LIHD Biofuels are carbon negative proposal borrows from an 
imaginary future (a parallel space).  

                Pragmatic farmers and gardeners can observe the paling, or deepening shades of leaves in 
their rotations.  The colouring depicts potential growth.  If we harvest with no return but the burnt 
crop’s ashes, then subsequent crop yields will be smaller (and the leaves, paler).  Harvest has 
consequence to soil in time.  The bio fuel consequence is an exchange of life for lifelessness; of 
protein for ashes; of complexity for simplicity.  The flow of Carbon is a part of a greater and also an 
essentially symbiotic complexity.  Oil power and imported fertility have allowed us to forget it.  If 



we harvest we must return more than gas and ashes.  Otherwise we must take fertility from our 
neighbours by diminishing theirs, (by buying straw, or animal feed for instance) or by borrowing it 
from an illusory future.  Bio fuels remove fertility, but there are no extra-earthly neighbours to give  
it back.

***

Listen! Though we dream of it, our brains have not evolved for quantum thought.  We must 
think in the lovely forms of time as well as space.  Shall there be two Gods: one for flesh and the 
other mortality?  Lovely Persephone, cultivating her spacious gardens in season, is married to 
timely Hades with his scythe.

We don’t entice friends from the warm decadence of incoherent time into a coherent 
inconvenience by the assurance that nothing will change; that our rightful consumptions will 
remain, or that we are technologically superior to the earth.  We romance the change with new gods, 
new stories and new truths. 

Well storyteller, baker, brewer, grower and etc. have roles to fulfil and so does power.   
Power’s role is to keep the peace and strut about repelling rival powers.  She is paid by admiration 
and the surplus wealth of her productive flock.  A new baker of a new kind of bread is no threat to 
power, rather she adds to the variety of pleasures, which power enjoys.  As I said, the roles within 
the flock are adult roles.  When the powerful are sick they become subject to the physician and 
when hungry to the farmer and the cook.  The whole flock is subject to the weather, the terrain in 
which it is settled and also to an historic definition of the roles. 

Fossil time had created a temporal end to Consequence and had negated the evolved 
structures of social relationships.  Fossil powered (and so enormously powerful) merchants had 
become rivals in power to the socially-contracted powerful and a prudent deal had been struck.  
Large shares of governance have been sold at bargain price to the merchant, so that commerce and 
governance have mutual shares in the fossil powered expansion of the state.  Unfortunately the 
merchant knows no inherited restraint to her unaccustomed power and governance has no inherited 
wisdom about the resources she manipulates.  

Commercial governance has been restructuring its flock. The expansion of commerce means 
the expansion of trickle-down benefits through a transformed social contract.  That expansion has 
no interest in old hierarchies and so Cool Britannia achieves a Third Way to egalitarian plenty by 
sticking cool logos on fuddy-duddy institutions.  Cool Commerce is happy to trade with all classes 
and races.  It’ll make money from anyone, without discrimination.  Complex, responsible roles have 
been removed, for a universal, egalitarian, rights-to-consumption machine.   

Rights have evolved to be still.  They define the area in which I am responsible (my role), 
national borders to autonomous states and garden hedges and borders of time I have for sleep, 
pleasure and sickness.  Responsibility has evolved for action: for a world of changing consequence 
in which we own what we do.  Cool Britannia has engineering the old rights enclosures into 
motion.  I move with, or towards a demanded right for service.  This is easily sold to me as a new 
liberty in which old borders are torn down.  Libertarian Right sounds so good and right that I 
readily accept it and also work to deliver it to others.  However, I am disenfranchised, because 
historically I had found identity in the effects of my owned activity: in what I had done.  Cool 
Britannia has replaced that responsibility with targets and defined outcomes and with rights to both 
deliver and demand Services.  My need to care is in servitude.  

Commercial governance has removed the sensory organs of society and so a responsive 
economy from its terrain.  Once upon a time, the finger tips of working people brought regular 
information of the terrain they worked into the body politic.  Professionals learnt something and 
then professed it.  Now Intellectual property is guarded: hidden if inconvenient and sold if not.  
That knowledge economy, in deriving technologies from merely saleable and so established 
properties, disseminates ageing, inappropriate methods to a changed world.  No responsible (and 



responsive) eyes note the changes.  And so we disseminate the thought of economic growth towards 
a centenary of forty five European Earths and all the rest.

Anachronistic technology is transferred and responsible application of skill removed for the 
statutory deliverance of Right’s targets and outcomes.  

And so it is that fossil power, by dispossessing human labour, has come to disinherit the  
evolved structural dynamics of society.  The personal techniques, which once combined into a 
complex, civilizing whole have been abandoned for an engineered provision for consumer 
spending.  The engineering was conceived to bring an infinite flow of technologies leading to more 
technologies, but it is as finite as the hole in the ground into which it falls.

I hope we can stick power back on the throne where she can do little harm, then re-occupy 
our roles.  Engineered rights have made us slaves, since we must suit for them from a higher and 
uninformed authority.  

My evolved, inherited Right protects me when sick, or weary.  It asks of my neighbour, that 
she step responsibly into my place.  It maintains the still, inherited framework of social systems.  It 
can be defined by law, which uses precedents of social acceptance.  Responsibility responds to 
changing times with changing methods.  Remove it from our various roles and we end with 
Modernity’s Unresponsive Chrystal Cave of Mirrors.  Meanwhile behind the frozen image in the 
mirror....

CHAPTER FOUR

The Cargo Cult
When the modernist farmer encounters a problem she strolls to the beach of fossil time to 

find what the God has washed to her shore.  Progress provides.  The Name of Progress turns the 
farmer’s eyes from the soil at her feet to a vision of transformation.  It is contained in new messages 
in new bottles and it is written that there shall be more and still more.  It is born as flotsam for the 
god’s people to gather from the Great Commons of the tides.  The modernist farmer is an entirely 
spiritual person.  She levitates on that single and pure Idea above the dross of a pluralist world of 
cause and effect and sordid, nasty and brutish rules of return.  She transcends both physics and 
biology.  All who challenge a God of such magnitude are peer ridiculed to Milton’s Lonely Tower, 
or to a conversation with Thyrsis in a quaint pastoral decked with pagan meadow flowers.

When Blair, Mandelson, Brown, Sainsbury and Murdoch cooled our Britannia they similarly 
stood on that beautiful shore.  Ideas were traded and money (which is also an idea) was sold.  The 
primary world was consumed at a distance as ideas bred more ideas and money more money.  The 
glass towers of the casino, achieved by the freezing of time, reflected back the idea behind the face 
and so increased its magnitude.  The idea of capital was sold for more money, while the seller 
retained his original stake.   

I make a deposit and my banker sells it, though I still have command of the capital.   Belief in that 
miracle gave it currency in palpable markets and so new planets were spawned from a shrinking, 
primary Earth.  The knowledge economy drifted in as tide followed tide bringing providence 
(technology transfer!) for all.

  We’ve been ruled by ridiculous cults before, but usually they’ve caused a local Easter 
Island problem, or have but troubled the lives, freedoms and consciences of those who remained 
responsible for repairing roofs, producing grain, or baking bread.  Modernism’s Cargo Cult has 
washed up on every shore of the world and with armies at its back.  Its movable rights machinery 
bears the flag of Liberal Democracy.  Liberty’s protection armies hover at negotiating tables, where 
oil prices are fixed to be cheap.



Comparative advantages stabilise at optimum points.  Growth beyond the optimum depends 
on cheap oil, or otherwise on conquest, or unequal trade.  Oil prices rise and banks (whose capital 
has more than one owner) collapse.  Then the casino collapses.  Crystals of frozen time begin to 
thaw and then the melt waters of history bearing the accumulated effects of living physics surge 
across the cool logos and all the slip roads to all the retail heavens still promising more and forever 
of miracle time.

Now many of my green friends have entered the cult to change it from within.  I stand 
outside waving fragments of history.  I stand in an historic, once and future, market square while 
ephemeral retail parks dissolve.  

Photo synthesis adds energy from the sun, which allows me leeway for mistakes and to 
gather a little gas for further locomotion, but adds no more.  Mistakes must be assumed in my 
system.  They cannot be targeted out.  Mistakes are the resources which hide the unpredictable 
movements of bio time.  

My human senses have too small a frame, which is why I learn by collision.  Science is 
similarly confined to the frame.  I learn by artistic method and must act in spite of both personal and 
scientific uncertainty.  Though science cannot teach behaviour, my journey is enhanced by her 
curiosities.  She is sceptical of my traveller’s tales and for my pantomime hubris she calls, “Look 
behind you!”  Though essential to the whole, she has no skills and no ethics beyond scepticism.  
She can do, or devise nothing.  Science is a slowly mutating library of classification: of patterns and 
relations and she is stuck inside the inherited understanding and methodology of the human 
condition.  The world is wider than that.

When the human condition walks in the world she takes her pocket book of classification, 
but acts by inherited behavioural codes and by the wit of learned artistry.  Most of nature is too 
uncertain for science to classify, yet we must step into that uncertainty.  The notion of science 
informing technology is essential to the Cargo Cult, in which we are dwarfed by a greater power, 
which provides forever new flotsam for the beach.  Similarly, we become subject to the greater 
wisdom of priestly, science-led hierarchies, which can lead us to better teaching, farming and 
baking of bread.  As with all decadence it is a notion in denial.  The true power has been oil.  

Modernity was fossilized in a retrospective Nineteen Thirty and has since lived there in a 
frozen hall of mirrors.  We know how modernity will appear forever.  The clean lines, the light, the 
glass, the timeless space, the disinfectants!  Only reflections are given credence.  Peers review.  
Rights expect.  Space reflects more space into which no nasty and brutish time intrudes.  There they 
stand, the organic entrepreneurs, the networking politicians, the media’s friends, after rites of 
passage to timeless Nineteen Thirty, sighing the sigh of success as around them mirrors reflect the 
singular time and all of inconvenience stands still.  Tomorrow’s tide shall bring new solutions.  Who 
can deny the beautiful shore?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER FIVE

Shrinking to the size of a singular Earth
I deny it by taking responsibility.  I look behind the mirror, where form is mutated by time 

and onward into undiscovered history.  Dimly I detect the receding shapes of the muses of physics 
and biology.  The muse of economics leans over me shaking her head.  No ghostly Virgil takes my 
hand, but I can read the new inscription, “Abandon hope, all who do not enter here.”  It is 
inconvenient, but I must step out blindly, make my first mistake and thus discover where time has 
gone.

Wilderness pushes through the paving stones of my best laid plans.  Now I must learn that 
wilderness is the emerging pattern into which I must lay my stones.  I see the patterns in both time 
and space.  That is the double vision of my humanity.  The spacious modernist view of fossilised 
time must step down into the gathering pace of history.  Fossilised years must rest in the strata 
where they were first laid to rest. 

Oh let’s meditate on Time.  Consider Al Gore’s Inconvenience.  We stand in convenient 
space and turn from time’s inconvenient shore.  Consider a time-formed life and its sequential 
heartbeats and then the time-formed images of children.  It is deep in our biology to rush 
imaginatively forward (like parents) into the tide and so it must be a psychosis, which keeps us 
complacently, defying inherited codes.  

We gratefully feed loved-ones with the Cargo God’s fossil-formed, abundant spaces, (and 
parallel spaces) where their future (as we must know in our rhythmic hearts) most brutally and 
consequentially ends.

Convenient abundance becomes cumulatively negative, when added to a coefficient of time.  
The convenience-melt of ice-sheets raises the positive of flooding seas.  The phosphate in my 
spinner is taken from my children’s fields.

So the story should be easy, Once upon a time..... -  told from a collective unconscious for 
all consciousness to hear.  And the isms should be easy, because they’d pulse on universal 
heartstrings: genetically-coded vibrato given form by an exited mind.  At the deepest level there is 
but humanity and inhumanity.

The vibrato is the inherited social shape of humanity – the moral – and the mind the 
receptacle for sensual information – the office for petitions of time! 

Oh my goodness, how the petitions come in and how the offices of state reject them, for 
there is no power to replace the photo synthetic powers of those many millions of summers.  And no 
apparently meagre, time-formed allotments of a singular earth could seriously replace those forty-
five earths, which we’ve prudently set aside for the hundredth birthday parties of babies born just 
today.  The first laugh, word, or footstep destined in sequence of delightful events to rest in the 
spacious senility of those forty five earths.  That’s what the safe and solidly 

spacious hands, which first cooled our Britannia, have arranged for us all today.

How can our lovely, singular earth weigh against the gifts of forty five by just the next 
century?  They rise from Heathrow to send post cards from the grandest oblivion.  Do you think 
there is a possibility of conversation there?  Come away.

 

 

 

 

 



 CHAPTER SIX

Leaving Cool Britannia for an Inconvenient Whim
It is no accident that consumerist Man has reverted so easily to her evolved hunter gatherer 

state.  After the fall we picked up our wits.  For two oil generations we have had no need for wit, or 
to learn from experience.  We’ve grown fat on fossil protein.  Our redundant, collective brain has 
been shrinking and we must expand it again.  Oh brave new world that has such creatures in it and 
so much to commit to memory.  Have you noticed that the modernist is incapable of laughter?  
Laughter is essential to the health of thought.  Have you also noticed that our parents had so much 
more of a store of knowledge than our own poor brains could hold?  Wit needs exercise.  The 
modernist converses with a serious, creative writing course, estate agent’s prose.  No lurking, mortal 
time trips up the passage of her even sentences.  No grand ideas dissolve into laughter.  She 
inhabits, like the slack-jawed designer/decorator/architect of mirrors, her space.   She fills spaces 
with the various patterns of her presentable mirror image.  Her body temple fits, just so into the 
larger and very serious, supportive reflection of social consciousness.  Can I be serious to suggest, 
that an easy acceptance of rights and a careless abandonment of responsibility has diminished the 
need for curiosity and so has shrunken our wits?  

I cannot be serious to step outside the consensus, or to say that no one has a need to step into 
a jet aeroplane ever again.

And I say, travelling without travel, vacating one space to appear in another will be replaced 
by travelling by time across land and through seas, so that we’ll be richer in experience, 
entertainment and traveller’s tales.

Marine architects have been considering sail assisted diesel, but in truth we shall have 
electric or gas assisted sail.  Well perhaps electricity and water are a dangerous combination, but we 
shall sail at sea and motor into harbour.  By the laws of physics and from the most ancient times 
we’ve understood that travelling by water is easier than by land.  As we fall from the innocent 
abstraction of the consumer forest we’ll be confronted by a lot of physics.  Why travel long 
distances overland to massive sea ports for huge shipping, when we are an island nation (and a long 
thin one at that) with good harbours about a mile apart on every stretch of our coastline?  A farmer’s 
co-operative on the Lleyn Peninsula (let’s say) can own a schooner to shore-hop cheese and butter 
to Liverpool and then motor the ship canal to Manchester perhaps.  Dublin and even the Med will 
be an easier passage than the long journey inland.  Wine and olives will make a welcome return.  
The once-famous boat builders of the Lleyn will grease the old slip ways again.  Flat bottomed 
boats for beaches, more elegance for speed!  Full employment!  

Centralized distribution evaporates with oil, but does not leave a sedimentary, austere 
localism.  Rather we resume trade routes we used in the Bronze Age and almost certainly beyond.  
To be sure towns and cities are agricultures sat within the metabolisms of fields.  To be sure also, 
city populations must fall as rural populations rise.  

Moreover city suburbs will re-centre into manageable towns and villages.  As we’ve seen 
with the physics of land, wind and water, economies can imitate biology in most appropriate 
metabolisms of use and return.  So, we’ll seek organic, not local economies, though the primary 
organism of a community is in its own fields.  How fragile the swallow appears in the spring, but 
after such an adventure and with such resilience!  The swallow’s is an enduring economy and one 
full of traveller’s tales.  No austere localism for her, nor need there be for us.  

However, a man-sized intimacy can return to landscape.  Elegance can return to function.  
Ingenuity is solitary.  Fields can shrink to the imaginative extent of their labourers.  Consider the 
effects of time on mass and add a coefficient of hours in the day.  The de-humanized economics of 
fossil time will be gone.

Identity grows with the causes and effects of labour and professional speech.   We profess 



our roles into civilizing conversation.  Consumerist ennui may be shrugged off busy shoulders as 
citizens become subject to the interesting forms of physics, biology, economics, ethics and history.  
A town’s umbilical market gardens widen through a metabolism of pasture, woodland and arable 
fields.  Of course towns are agricultures, in which agricultural efficiencies release labour for trade.  
The comparative advantages of trade can stimulate pleasurable agricultural community and there is 
no physical or biological reason why the trading should end.  None (or semi) perishables such as 
apples, root vegetables, preserved fish and meats, cheeses, butter, oils, wine, olives, cereals and 
pulses can be moved at a speed the wind chooses.  Trade will follow physics.  Hours of labour (and 
leisure) likewise!  Our population grew by fossil protein.  Now fossil-grown labour will replace oil.  

I don’t know the extent to which a boat can generate energy for refrigeration.  A dragged or 
fixed propeller (the motor can also generate) or a small wind turbine will both reduce the efficiency 
of sailing.  We shall see what we shall see: perhaps a little bio gas for the compressor?  My delegate 
can see a North Sea fog with no breath of wind?  Well, we shall resume a mortal way of living.  
Icarus has fallen.  This is too complex for Power to unravel.  When one of the powerful is hungry 
she may defer to the merchant-sailor at the quay.

Shrunken wits expand as all we do grows consequence.  My footstep becomes my 
responsibility, my place in the world and my interest.  So I have consequence and profess it into the 
body politic.  So much flows in as oil flows out!  Motor traffic leaves town and people stroll in.  We 
re-possess streets, with no fear of death machines.  The vivacity of town centres intensifies.  Fields, 
orchards and pastures expand across ring roads, where Tesco once flapped rusted sheets in brown 
field oblivion.  

My displacement is my responsibility, but I cannot own more than my footsteps.  My voice 
is one among millions, but is equal to any of those millions.  

The trouble with consensus, as with any gang culture is the suspension of truth for the 
greater good of the gang.  Well, the organic gang (let’s say) is the best gang, whose benefits to the 
world go without saying.  Both the best gang and the without saying become the ethos of the 
organic gang.  

Ah well, the organic consensus speaks from the heart of consumerism, where the greatest 
numbers gather.  If the whole of the super market consents to Soil Associated ways, then a soil 
associated consensus will suffuse the earth.  Has the super market consented?  No.  The organic 
consensus has Super Market rules.  We are what we do in changing the earth.  There won’t be an 
historic plinth in a vivacious market square for a monument to the Organic Mars Bar.  Instead, it 
shall be inscribed on a memorial stone to the cargo cult, which sent us along ring roads to Easter 
Island oblivion.  I stand on my organic soap box speaking to the unresponsive physics of the wind.

A more responsive cohesion is one in which we agree to love to disagree!  Consensus 
politics is not democracy.

 

 

 

CHAPTER SEVEN

 The Power of Fashion
Here’s a thing: the wind gets to every corner and treats all alike.  Words rise up to fly and 

jumble in eddies.  Junk words, like junk genes lie in compostable heaps, but some rise again as gas 
from the ferment and some are re-gathered to the heart of the wind and moved on.  Spent words: 
bright as Autumn reform in new sequences, where they catch fashion’s fire.  Some are passed by 
samizdat, others in the lyric of a song.  Many die with their speakers.  A few are reborn like a legacy 
of new leaves to achieve photo synthesis with the universal sun.



The fashions of the cargo cult are still gathered from the shore.  It is true they are gathered in 
faithful consent and it is also true that they are the cynically manufactured circus of the powers.  
This season’s shoes walk this season’s sedimentary overlaying of the same putrid, windless space.  
The long shores of the Cargo Cult mark the End of History and the beginning of witless 
convenience.  The God Progress stoops to push more cool logos onto more once time-washed 
institutions. 

Fashion is not given the importance she deserves.  She is the facility a society has for 
changing on a six (five!) pence.  She quickly imprints us with common purposes.  I speculate that 
the facility has endured through many mutations: from flippers to hands; from who knows what to 
who knows!  

Though reason can become fashionable, fashion is beyond reason.  She is also beyond power, 
though powers can be fashionable.  Urban humanity is quick to change with fashions, while rural 
humanity (being more subject to the influence of none human physics) is rather slow.  

So! There is little hope that reason can change an institution, but there is hope that a 
fashionable breeze can change the rest of us and that institutions will have no choice, but to follow.  
The breath of profession can mingle in a prevailing South Westerly until it is undeniably true!  Of 
course, we don’t listen to truth, but we attend to fashion and with a substantial dollop of luck, the 
novelty of truth could be born on an all-pervasive whim.  Then, the merely fashionable would be 
embarrassed to be seen in a supermarket, or on a cheap flight to oblivion.  They’ll follow, like the 
politician, where fashion’s breezes go.  Let the return of History mean the return of lovely, fallible, 
whimsical humanity! 

***

Consider Learning Outcomers from modernist universities.  They’ve achieved certified right 
to authority.  Their knowledge is within them.  They are larger than their subjects.

Consider the true academic.  She is subject to her subject.  Her “subject” will always 
protrude beyond the limits of her human understanding and so becomes an infinite resource for 
study.  Her classifications are as prudent as the sailor’s navigational course through Homeric, wine-
dark seas.  She is sceptical.  Her subject holds power.  She has none.  Consider the history of 
Science.  The science is always wrong.  Today’s science shall be no different.  Yet by trial and error, 
the arts (such as farming, medicine or engineering) have usually found appropriate remedies for 
their terrains and times.  Please note that mathematics is an artistic tool.  It helps us to think more 
clearly and lives within the brain!  Physics lives without in Chaos, or Complexity, just as Biology 
lives in Wilderness.

Yes.  Diffident Humanism has been ousted from universities by a statutory commercial 
coup.  Not only is scepticism banished, but ideas are passionately sold.  So beware of peer reviews 
and trust no certificates.  And the worst are full of passionate intensity.  As a farmer I meet Learning 
Outcomes as environmental officers, N.G.O. officials, lecture circuit “academics” and government 
officials.  They carry the authority of three to six years de-briefing and often have no curiosity for 
their subjects.  

The true academic knows herself as Don Quixote, the Clown.  She’s peer ridiculed by 
learning outcomes to the outer-lands of unpaid curiosity in Milton’s lonely tower.  Let that small 
light shine on, where it might oft out-watch the Bear.  She also watches cycles of shadow and light 
pass across the slowly revolving, peer-denied times of the world.

Peers review peers into dignity, job security and fossil-powered, fossilised History.  George 
Monbiot mentions the mortality denial, which we, at a certain age adopt, by re-asserting our 
identities in driving faster, drinking more heavily and so on.  He points out that Climate Change 
deniers adopt the same patterns.  Moreover in reliving youth, and having reared children, we also 
deny that children have children.  To face climate change we must change our identities.



My role is recognised by all the other roles at the End of History.  It is no easy thing to leave 
myself behind.

But we do it on holiday!  We do it on occasional Saturday nights.  We do it in a novel, or the 
lyrics of a song.  Fashions change on a sixpence.

All can change utterly.
 

 

 

CHAPTER EIGHT

Romantic Economics
A terrible beauty is born.  Well not so terrible.  It’s the same mortality.  It is consequence.  

It’s a relief.  We must live by natural laws we did not make, but discovered and there shall be more 
to uncover as we go.  The boredom of lives as gods will be replaced by enlivening surprise at 
subjection to the Rule of Time.  My subject, who is Agriculture, will rise like the rising tide to 
knock me from my plinth.  I will become subject to her changing mysteries.  There is nothing 
morally new under the sun, nor is there a single thing that has not been said of the human condition, 
but no-one can speak of our times until they have stepped into them.  Displacement of my footstep 
echoes into physics, biology, economics, moral philosophy....  The romance of that footstep is as 
abandoned as a Saturday night, or the crunch of white, shell-sands by a blue-green sea.  But this 
holiday is forever.

Austerity and difficulty, when coloured with meaning, become more attractive than futile, 
driven jogging in the park.

Mr and Mrs NIMBY, until we work to devise more energy generating systems, in our own 
backyards, we can have no family cars.  No familiar energy, no familiar cars!  

Cultural historians speak of cycles of Romance, then Classicism, then Decadence.  Ours is 
the First Romance among ponderous, mass reactions of old Decadence.  You’re a sad bugger. You 
know that?  Piss off and get a life, she says.

Consequence returns.  And so, foreign holidays will be by sailing ship, agriculture will be 
organic agriculture and shoppers will migrate from retail parks to market squares.  

Well we fear the sea as we fear Truth and so we should, but consider the dangers of road 
traffic.  Thousands of deaths are not in our minds as we embark from our driveways each morning.  
Cape Horn will claim some, but I don’t think she’ll run up such a tally.  Davy Jones may be denied 
some anticipated company by navigational, sonar and communication systems and by auxiliary 
engines.

Every day, cars collide for the loss of all hands.
Here’s a jolly question.  Can we maintain a satellite system for the accurate guidance of 

earthly comings and goings?  We may have leeway.  A couple of craft to place satellites in orbit, but 
absolutely no aeroplanes! - None military, commercial, or private - Perhaps an airship or two.  (If 
you insist, new aircraft must be large winged and slow)  If you’d emulate a buzzard in the thermals, 
build a hang glider.

J. Geraint Jenkins in his book, Welsh Ships and Sailing Men tells me that In Eighteen Fifty 
Nine the brig Anne Catherine was built by Llangranog ship wrights on the beach at Llangranog.  
She was one hundred and ninety three feet in length and of two hundred and eleven tons.  That’s 
large enough for any ocean voyage and of a capacity for all the produce the region could supply.  
Such boats were built the length of Wales.  The famous Porthmadog schooners took the triangular 



slate route to Newfoundland, across to the Mediterranean with fish from the Cod Banks and then 
back home with salt, wine and what not else.  They were the pinnacle of sail technology, eclipsing 
(being fore and aft rigged) the great tea clippers.  The last was built in Nineteen Thirteen.

To finance the Anne Catherine sixty four shares were issued (sixty four was the custom).  
Share holders included two master mariners, one shopkeeper, two blacksmiths, two innkeepers, one 
merchant, one tanner, one joiner, one spinster, two widows, two private individuals and seven 
farmers: all from the locality.  Such things may happen again.  

The Porthmadog schooners, though carrying but slate and fish, became known as the 
Western Ocean Yachts, because of their speed and elegance.  I’ve hopes that the new marina at Rhyl 
will add new function to its promise of empty pleasure!  Liverpool will be an easy market for my 
produce by sea.  Overland will become difficult.  Connor’s Quay and the Dee to Chester and also 
the ship canal to........who knows?   What’s more those offshore wind turbines are ideally placed to 
power the industrious new boatyards of Rhyl.

Difficulty will engage our ingenuity and so ownership of problems and so pleasure.  Physics 
returns.  When wind turbines are still, boat builders will have manual or thoughtful jobs lined up, 
such as painting, sketching new designs, or other work to go to, such as fruit picking, or checking 
lobster pots.  In reviving ingenuity new identities grow.  Consider a community, as oil’s 
centralization departs and diverse trades move in.  A pleasant inconvenience! 

People may move from unproductive cities to labour-demanding farms and into strings of 
small harbour towns for the new sea trades.  Unpredictable changes in production will seek a  
balance of comparative advantages with neighbouring economies.  Instead of an austere and 
parochial localism a breath of adventure and exotic tongues will stir a new cauldron of cultural 
excitement.  Perhaps authority will see that people must migrate without restriction (by the invisible 
hand!), but that money must be strictly controlled!  History returns.

Change can renew engagement with surroundings, colleagues and neighbours, but can also 
induce reaction and nastiness.  Let’s hope, for the most part, that we behave well enough.  Best foot 
forward for better and for worse!

If we allow seas to regenerate, we can resume judicious harvesting.  Careful fishing 
techniques and careful fishermen with proud identities!  If we allow soil life to regenerate, we can 
resume agricultural harvesting.  The trades may rewrite their charters as apprentices come to the 
fold.  There’s a curious road to civilization by Time’s unpredictable shore.

 

 

 

CHAPTER NINE

Shrinking Economies, Inflation and Primary Things
Mercenary experts, who specialize, (through technology transfer & PFI) produce 

disconnections: fuel from algae, kelp, or rye grass and so on.  The assumption is that “they’ll” come 
up with replacement oil, so that “we’ll” not have to descend from the Shopping Garden to squalid, 
retrogressive Physics, Biology and Economics again.  Of course, we must descend, shrinking to a 
third of our economic size as we go.  It will be difficult, but also easier than it first appears.  We’ll 
lose two planets and also the legacy of empire, which has imposed primary (lack of) value on a 
commodity supplying Third World.  However much of the size of GDP is in illusions: debt capital, 
intellectual property, high wages, which generate high spending in futile services, such as fast cars, 
fast food, fast holidays, second homes, palatial first homes, insurance services and so on.  We can 
do without those GDP swelling illusions.



Primary, singular Earth remains, though with many pillaged holes in the ground.  Acreage 
remains.  The mass of life has been shrunk and yet there is the possibility (in time) to grow it back 
again.  That expansion of bio mass holds the key that we can be fed.  It can be matched by a 
symbiotic money supply regulated by a resource/labour standard to circulate among the very many 
hands which must replace oil.

Britain imports about forty percent of her food.  Can she feed herself?  She has some of 
Earth’s most productive soils and so if Britain cannot, then few others can.  Read Simon Fairlie’s 
reappraisal of Kenneth Mellanby’s 1975 book, Can Britain Feed Itself?  (The Land 4, Winter 2007-
8)  Simon shows that it is just possible to feed Britons from British land by organic methods.  We 
halve meat consumption, rely on grass and by-products for that meat (and milk) and also integrate it 
into arable/horticultural rotations.  High farming!  Read Simon.  The consensus is for crops 
fertilised from empty holes in the ground.  Pie in the sky!  Standing by that Beautiful Shore, the 
consensus is for the providence of a dying God.

Here’s true providence, when economy and ecology are seamlessly enmeshed, then 
economy revolves at maximum: that is optimum speed.  When they are not, then friction reduces 
the size and speed of the economy and releases wasted economic and ecologic heat.  Enough food is 
enough for a culture to grow.  Food is the stability to which economies are anchored and from 
which labour values come.  Food is anchored to soil.  

Sail-traded comparative advantages will cycle more slowly and with many more hands than 
by fossil power.  That means a shrunken economy, well fed and with full employment.  Perfect!  
Manufacturing may be tentatively developed into a complexity and variety which matches a 
symbiosis of trades within the limits of the resources that supply them.  All will pass through a 
growing dexterity of hands, of enfranchised humanity.  As the new economy grows towards a stable, 
optimum size, it will pay for a balance of assets: resources and hours of labour.  Perhaps resources 
could be distributed from an extra-monetary Common (rationing), in which case, value would 
simply relate to hours of labour.  Economic trial and error could evolve into a complex mixture.

If we measure spending as an indicator, then we must also measure depreciations.  Spending 
after the great floods of Two Thousand and Fifteen will not appear as assets in the column of GDP. 
 Spending on emergency services, funeral expenses, building re-construction, furnishing 
replacements, loss of agricultural crops and livestock will appear in a new loss column.  After the 
flood, national gross margins will not look good.  Today’s chancellor would record the tragedy of 
The Flood as a time of vibrant spending: his definition of economic activity.

Rising values bring rising importance.  The central new values may be labour and soil, or in 
moral terms, humanity and providence.  One emergent property of good soil husbandry is city 
dwelling.  If field labour is not valued to be inventive, then less labour will be released for 
manufacturing and trade.  

Of course, we’ll not be rid of the human condition.  Greed will accumulate capital which 
accumulates power!  The first economic romance may be relatively innocent, but we will cycle 
towards decadence. 

The thing is, once the lack of oil is accepted, greed will have a different vision of where best 
advantages lie.  Laws of physics and biology will be apparent.  The pedlar’s illusions of economic 
growth from empty air will be gone.  Low cunning will work with materials it can see, touch and 
smell.  Illusions such as intellectual property will not be for sale, nor will money flow increase with 
increasing debt.  Tomorrow’s out-laws will manipulate the resources and labours of a singular earth!

How shall we create a money standard which reflects the coming and going of resources and 
resourceful labour?  Once upon a time, gold standards moored spending to a finite shore.  I promise 
to pay the bearer..... Economists may come up with better solutions.   At the moment the world  
economy as a whole is our standard.  It doesn’t look a secure enough anchorage to me.  I’m 
entering regions of fancy and I’d love you to find other solutions.



How can we create a flow of currency, which equates more or less to the flow of resources 
and productive labour?  How can the mass of capital relate to the mass of labour?

As fossil resources diminish, or are abandoned then the size of an economy must shrink.  
One litre of petrol will provide the lifting, or motive power of a man working full time for about 
two weeks.  Nothing can replace that power.  If the market was free (which it isn’t) diminishing 
resources would rise in value towards the extent that manual labour becomes competitive.  Of 
course the economy would then inflate.  In a free market, governed by laws of scarcity, food prices 
would rise as energy prices rose.   The inflated capital could then be re-distributed to the newly 
created, food-creating labourer!  In monetarist economies such as ours, both energy and food prices 
are fiercely guarded, so that laws of scarcity are suppressed.

If we move towards full fossil-replacing employment and a much higher proportion of 
income is spent on food and heating, then the wealth gap should narrow and the level of spending 
on ephemeral things should diminish.  Capital might pass from usury, intellectual property and the 
property casino towards Labour and the culture of Labour.  There would be a case (in that case) for 
governments to print more money into an inflationary economy (that right having been removed 
from private banks).  There would need to be statutory protections for labour value and for those 
unable to labour.  Temporary inflation would then stabilize after economic contraction to the size of 
the productivity of that labour in its landscape.

 Perhaps government spending could be into a citizen’s income for all citizens, thus 
removing cumbersome social services and ensuring a visible equity?  There again, spending could 
be into “new deal” agricultural, energy, waste and transport systems.  Anyway, once an economy 
had settled into its landscape, then a monetary labour/landscape standard could be re-introduced.  A 
city comfortably settled in its fields, woods, manufacturing and sea trades would benefit from that 
standardization.  Standards keep humanity to the straight and narrow, which she loves to transgress.  
Of course, while the casino falls apart, a local currency can still pass from hand to hand and endure.

Meanwhile, we can raise taxes from labour-negating, planet-destructive oil.  If we tax 
anachronisms and end spending on anachronisms, then we can pay for some changes we Innocents 
of the lost fossil garden must make to face new experience.  We’ll break up Heathrow Paradise and 
those unnecessary lanes to sacred retail groves.  We’ll hitch on the plough.   It is important as 
economies shrink that they shrink as we choose.  Otherwise, they shrink by unpredictable laws of 
physics (chaos).  

When Adam delved and Eve span, who was then the gentleman?  Stock-broker lawns by the 
Thames may be the new delver’s veg patches, except where mill races power spindles and looms 
and where the weaver’s cottages stand.  You see the future holds such a romance.

Until economies settle in the new landscape, a New Deal, (financed by taxed anachronism) 
will be necessary as a starter motor.  I retain these noted hopes for governance, but it remains 
necessary that we the people make a start on our own.

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER TEN

Recapitulation
Apart from consulting Welsh Ships and Sailing Men, by J Geraint Jenkins and The Twilight  

of Welsh Sail, by Aled Eames, all I’ve written comes from my experiences as farmer and citizen and 
from the literary memories, which are part of me.  I cannot know when oil will be exhausted, but I 
know that it will.  I cannot know the rate of manmade climate change, but I know that by shrinking 
the bio mass and so the pumping capacity of Earth’s lungs, while simultaneously releasing long-
sequestered fossil carbon, that atmospheric change will be inevitable.  I cannot know the degree to 
which the bio mass of soils has been shrunk by herbicides, pesticides, fungicides and by the non-
return of living wastes, but I know for certain that it has.  I also know that plants fed directly with 
three simple minerals will further drain soils of trace elements as well as organic (carbon) matter.  I 
don’t know when those minerals will be mined to exhaustion, but I know for certain that they will.  

I can also guess that soil bio mass will at first be insufficient to feed a sufficiency of 
agricultural crops.  Moreover, rates of soil repopulation are beyond my (and I think anyone else’s) 
capacity to guess. 

I know that soil bio mass holds the answers to both feeding a symbiotic human mass and 
also to the bio pumping balance of atmosphere. 

I know there can be no economic growth, beyond an optimum state, without borrowing from 
neighbouring economies, (as the First World does from the Third) from fossil time, or from the 
future.

I know we must urgently find ways to live without fossil fuels, fossil derived fertilisers and 
fast-diminishing supplies of mined phosphate and potash.

These are simple things that any farmer would understand from the time, when societies 
gave up hunter-gathering, built houses and made fields.  They are sufficient to teach us what to do.  
What is modernism?  She has a god of Science and so banishes all science from her thought.  She 
has priestly scientific exponents of the creed, and so has no need to sense and verify what science 
expounds.  She knows that she has progressed to her levitated state and so has no interest in its 
primitive foundation.  She must continue the progress of the progressive state to a still higher 
levitation.  The tides of the God wash ever improving cargo to her shore.  She, the beneficiary will 
not sully the divine name.

Progress has no concept of consequence.  Progressive economists propose consumption 
from empty holes in the ground.  They don’t deny the hole, but propose that progress will fill it.  
They keep the faith: keep to the space and dream on.

New learning outcomes rise from the breath of old intellectual properties and peers gather 
round to applaud.  Modernism sees the properties of space, but cannot see the forms of time.  To see 
those unpredictable forms would be to deny the god.  Nasty and brutish ages might interject.  Brutal 
cycles of life might level the dream to a simple rule of return. 

I return to holidays: to the sand and sea and to places outside our work day lives.  People 
visit on foot paths to Arcady with pocket books of birds and wild flowers.  Others might arrive as a 
spade turns over soil, or thumb and forefinger sprinkle seeds in a drill. Or we gaze at antiquities and 
ancient stones and so speculate on once, and so future times!  

On holiday we return to time and time’s brevity.  

We return to sensing a changing world.  We treasure those sensual holiday memories on 
return to insensitive, modernist lives.  The architecture of mere space!  Verse without the form of 
metre!  Identities shaped in mirrors and not by consequential footsteps!  Art, which considers the 
artist in society and not in the restless, unpredictable world!  Pictorial art, which studies mirrors for 
profundity, but finds old abstractions overlying older abstractions!  It may find ultimate stillness in 



the symmetries of peace: the same old human condition, but one untroubled by restless time.  
Beauty without truth!  Man without the world!  Economy without Ecology!

One by one we might never return from holidays, but stay with the breath of time, or we 
might return with a new romance of time in our lives.  I think therefore I am?  No.  I do therefore I 
am.  There’s the step; there’s the consequence.

Who’d not be a geezer of consequence?

Modernism’s singular road to perfection has brought us beyond the edge of the world to 
those two extra planets, then growing at two and three quarter percent of spending, onward towards 
a centenary of forty five.  Of course when fossil time has been consumed, then no more cargo will 
wash to the shore.

Our holidays step to the wayside of progress, where we see with lateral eyes.  We lie on 
beaches, feeling the textures of sand.  We are intrigued by a bird’s song and then scent of sea weed 
evokes primal memories.  We star gaze.  We camp, or stay in croft cottages.  We stumble over other 
languages.  We scan the horizon for dolphins, or Golden Eagles.  There are many roads to 
everywhere.  Holiday inconvenience is interesting and rather fun.  And there is fleeting time in its 
space.

Now Powers have identities formed by previous exercise of power.  There is no 
conversation there without an assumption of those old identities and neither can those identities 
change.  They are indelibly written into the coats of arms of the lists.  It is futile to argue with 
power.  To concede an argument is to concede identity and we vote for identities.  David Cameron 
is stuck with the Personality Dave he first presented for our votes.  The scales cannot fall from his 
eyes, unless he falls from power.  So we cannot change the powers, but power can lose its 
credence.  The scales can fall from the eyes of the rest of us.

And time can enter the spaces of our work places.  As I say the skills have always run the 
kingdom, but have never held the throne.  If the farmer begins to farm, using her skill and her 
senses, rather than the technology transfer of the commercial powers and if a subsequent cuisine 
begins to flower in the neighbourhood....  

Any professional might profess again!  Power will not mind a bit, so long as she retains the  
throne.  This is reversion to history: nothing grand - or revolutionary - no bloodshed.  And it could 
be born on the wings of fashion: shallow, ephemeral fashion for a great and universal holiday into 
time!  

Step laterally into time, physics, biology....  

Rights have made us slaves, since we must suit for them from a higher authority. 
Responsibilities lie ripe for the gathering.  My right to consume becomes responsibility to do the 
right thing.  Doing the right thing creates social bonds beyond governance.  Responsibility frees me 
into a world of time and consequence.  As I say, Power remains on the throne, while the farmer 
farms and the shipwright builds boats.  Power can only teach the exercise of power.  Technology 
Transfer?  Power’s silly mistake.  

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER ELEVEN

The End of Progress
I began with the burning of bio mass and the charring of bio mass, because they represent 

the time-free aloofness of modernity.  They are the most destructive of her denied effects.  We think 
we are post modern, but we are confused, last ditch modernists.  Seventy years ago Mondrian (for 
instance, because he was a master) created timeless perfection by studying his soul and forgetting 
his metabolism, and so the Confused Modernist is at a loss to find the progress she believes in! 
 There can be no progress from perfection, but supposedly progressive modernism remains before 
the modernist mirror, growing more confused, while time progresses invisibly to her behind the  
mirror.  She has post modern doubts, but remains standing in Never, Never Nineteen Thirty.  Of 
course, a greater art would imperfectly study the illusive world.   A saner citizen looks out from the 
familiar stillness of her soul, to the unfamiliar and forever changing landscape, which truly feeds 
her, both spiritually and metabolically.

To many, denial of perfectible Nineteen Thirty is a sin.  It is so much better than Seventeen 
Thirty, for instance.  Where is my gratitude?  Or what am I saying, they say, would you have us 
back in the Dark Ages?

Nineteen Thirty reclines above the sluices for fossilized time.  Why should it listen to voices 
from the wilderness, rending garments and crying that history must return?  Nineteen Thirty exists.  
How can it accept non-existence?  Mirrors confirm it.  Peers review it.  Schools describe it.  Parents 
passed it on and it will be good for the children. 

Oil, not technology has affected our all-consuming ways of life.   Being proud of our 
technologies, attention has been removed from the true cause of those effects.  Oil-supplied food 
and ways of life now go without saying.  The hubris of the assumption leads to foolishness such as 
GM technology, but has also given us the space to ponder the wonders of genetic science.  Those 
wonders present more questions than answers, but they are wonders none the less.  Likewise 
molecular physics!   However many hubristic “scientists” have strayed foolishly into philosophy, 
and pure mathematics and have gulled many that those pleasures are scientific.  Maths and 
philosophy are essential to our culture, but should not pretend to science.  Both sit within the brain.  
Physics is without.  Some very famous (peer reviewed) physicists have studied their inherited brain 
patterns (by mathematics) and have presented those studies as models for the world!

It is true that throughout modernity, the arts of surgery and other branches of healing have 
advanced marvellously.  But these are not sciences as the Knowledge Economy would have us 
believe.  They are Arts.  Of course medical science has advanced too – helped by modernity’s great 
leap: statistics; information technology.  These tools may help us a little as we fall into the arms of 
Time.

But not a lot!  We’ll have soil, sunshine, rain and bio mass and we’ll have them in various 
states and proportions.  Not much will remain of old modernity as a guide.  We’ll have no oil, no 
rock phosphate and few appropriate skills.  We’ll have as much to learn about fashioning new tools, 
as the inherited tools we take with us.  However, we’ll also have an expanding bio mass and an oil-
grown mass of labour to replace oil.  Moreover, ignorance has potential to be replaced with 
knowledge.  Knowledge is pleasure, which stimulates a growing exercise of further pleasure.  The 
intricacies of soil, sunshine, rain and bio mass are a never ending resource in human time.  Amateur 
(of those who love) ingenuity may blossom.  Knowledge is a lovely asset in a cash strapped 
economy.  Civilization brings extra-monetary rewards.

No one with any sense could burn the life, which both feeds and breathes for us.  It is 
sawing trunk-side of the branch we are standing on.  As the comforts of modernity depart, of 
necessity, our senses will quicken, receiving floods of accumulated time.  A modernist life might 
travel from work door to car door, to house door, to micro wave door, to telly screen, to bed, to car 
door to office door, to computer screen – using all those marvellous technologies, punctuated by an 



annual holiday and perhaps by something different at weekends.  Hardly a breath of time-bearing 
wind enters that life.  It may possess as many beauties as a Mondrian painting, but, like the painting 
no touch, or sight, or sound, or taste, or smell can enter in.  It is embalmed in fossil time.  Unless, as 
I say, on weekend holidays to photo synthesising woods and hills!

Good sensing brings extra-monetary riches.  Painters may paint the changing forms of life.  
That’s a progress we did not create, but pursue as with a butterfly net.  We are forever a tragic or 
comic heartbeat behind.  That silhouette: butterfly pursued by stumbling bloke with net is a perfect 
paradigm for human aspiration.  What of the manner to which we’d grown accustomed?  Well that 
shall be beyond sense in the new texts of history.  Empires come and go.  There is no moral 
progress: only the same old humanity colliding with the times because her eyes are fixed on the 
butterfly.  Truth is hidden in the times, which have collided with her.  Civilization mends the 
injuries.  The same ancient soul of humanity adjusts to renewing times.  Modernity believed that her 
soul had progressed and that her progressive soul had created the times.  Poor thing.

 

 

CHAPTER TWELVE

Ennui
Consensus for the progressive soul is the holy ground, for which modernity will have 

nothing said.  Will it need flood, famine and war to widen the vocabulary?  Science and her 
Technology Transfer bring new solutions forever.  ‘Nuf said.

Speak in modernist tongues in the language of the oil spirits, or you will speak to 
incomprehension.

Triple planetary lives must have three planets to live on.

I cannot be serious.  Get a Life.  Whatever. 

It is hopeless.  There is no conversation.  The Soil Association (for instance) converses there 
within the triple planetary assumption, believing she can erode the assumption over drinks and 
canapés.  Then she speaks of bio char and energy from kelp, or algae, or of Elizabeth Hurley’s 
organic beauty products, so that we know she has been fully co-opted into the assumption.  The 
assumption is a powerful thing.  It co-opts brilliant minds, if they’ve no self possession.

Get a life, you sad bugger.  Put on your anorak and piss off, say the networking dignitaries 
of Green Modernity.  I tread on their holy ground.  

They work for the greater good of spacious tomorrows.

Recently, rising oil prices tore the casino apart.  The price stretched the overstretched too far 
and began a ripple of consequence.  Oil prices have now been suppressed, so that the casino is freed 
to trade again.  Protected oil frees the market.  Now gamblers speak of unwise lending and of 
foolish investments.  No-one mentions oil.  Had the oil price not escaped for a moment from its 
cage, then those unwise lenders would have continued to rake it in.  We blame our foolish 
scapegoats and forget about difficult, unruly, uneasily finite, primary oil.

Of course a shrinking, inflationary economy is just what the doctor ordered to trim the 
appetite to a singular earth.  And it happened by chance!  Government had easy scapegoats. Look,  
because of these people you and I are in something of a pickle.  It could have raised petrol duty, 
halted runway expansions, printed money into a Green New Deal, battened hatches and hoped for a 
safe voyage.

Instead, the triple planetary assumption was inviolate.  Banks were re-floated to re-stimulate 



extra planetary spending - not on bread, but on the flying circuses of GDP.  Carbon tokens have 
been issued as free assets for trading.  Now we must wait for the inevitable again.  It seems 
Modernity will endure, while oil can still be pumped.

 Let’s circulate in the canapés of assumption.  Try the organically farmed smoked salmon?  
Craig Samms of Whole Earth Foods, Green and Blacks and Chairman of the Soil Association once 
said that we’ll have succeeded when we have the Organic Mars Bar.  Well we may not have the 
Mars Bar, but we do have most of the other brands.  Entrepreneurial Samms has had his success, but 
the organic agriculture of a singular earth is no closer.  Against all reason, it is still receding at an 
acceleration of two and something percent.  Reason has no place in an assumption.  Dear delegates, 
come away.  Step off the road.

 

 

 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Status Quota 
Carbon trading is a market.  Market traders come out best.  I rise from Heathrow and plant a 

tree.  Stop flying and still plant the tree!  You are wrong to fly and wrong about trees.  Fair trade 
cannot pardon my air freighting.  Nor can the virtue of my purpose offset the vice of my 
Copenhagen flight.  

A similar market for selected market distortion was introduced with agricultural quotas.  The 
largest subsidy claimants were issued with largest quotas.  Quotas were promoted as valuable assets 
- Offers farmers couldn’t refuse!  Subsidy racketeers got richer and those outside the racket were 
excluded, unless they brought outside, non agricultural capital into the consequently increasingly,  
lucrative racket.  Now, if we have no quota (Single Farm Payment) we have no farm.  Once upon a 
time, young families could begin with a field here and another there, developing as they went.  
Quotas were given free to the status quo, which not only profited, but squeezed out incomers.  
Moreover, those who’d steered their farming in more responsible directions than the pursuit of 
subsidy, ended with a lot less money.  Organic farmers receive lower subsidies than fossil-powered 
neighbours, though more recently converted organic farmers have had their rates adjusted: further 
market distortion.

There is no free market.  Both oil prices and food prices are fixed to be cheap, thus freeing 
retail and service economies to expand, while keeping minimum wages relative to the cost of a food 
basket.  Subsidies enable farmers to sell at Third World commodity prices, while remaining more or 
less in business.  Established farming interests ensure that quota systems maintain the status quo!  
And now in a similar way, Carbon emitters are issued tradable shares in emissions as assets!  Like 
farmers, the worst racketeers gain.  Carbon quotas maintain carboniferous status quo.  

A commodity supplying Third World has a “free” market imposed on it from a heavily 
protected and potentially aggressive First.  Expensive money and expensive intellectual property are 
exported, while cheap, primary produce is imported.

  Meanwhile private banks print (in lending the capital a depositor simultaneously owns) 
money from empty air (another status quota).  

If Third World is pillaged too far, First World sends in aid packages for entrancement of 
hearts and minds.  Aid money is debt money printed into circulation, making fortunes for donors, 
while recipients have not the margins over production to repay interest on the loans.  Oil and the 
racket are the two drivers of the developed world’s growth.  Oil, the racket and protective war 
machinery are given the collective title, Liberal Democracy.  Decent people should have no part in 
it.  If you must have a free market, then let it be free: one Earth, one economy, no first and no third.  



For myself I’ve no problem with protections in both law and economics for the vulnerable and for 
the valuable. 

CHAPER FOURTEEN

We fall from the Fossil Garden into Wilderness
Because the casino is so regulated, we’ve forgotten to keep an economy.  Speak to a 

politician and he’ll ask for your chips before giving you credence. Come away dear delegates, to  
the wildwoods and the downs.    Nine bean rows shall we have there.  Oh far off lonely places will 
cleanse our souls with what’s austere and pure.  Let’s consider Wilderness, while we cast our 
hopeful lines in Walden Pond.

The modernist inhabitant of spacious Nineteen Thirty knows Wilderness as wild life park 
and environmental scheme.  Safely fenced and monitored, wild time is freed to expand there to the 
dangerous, living pulse of Two Thousand and Nine. 

Paul Kingsnorth has written beautifully of cloned towns and the lost economic landscapes of 
Britain.  He also walks in wilderness to cleanse his soul.  He’d not be disturbed by the squalid wind 
turbines of power-greedy man.  His footsteps are light as moccasins.   (A Wind Farm is not the  
Answer, the Guardian 31st July 2009)  

He is right about greed and about finding more careful ways of living.  I don’t trust his 
footsteps. 

 As our energy supplies contract with disappearing oil, I’ll put on another jumper, turn down 
my thermostat and dowse my loved log fire.  I’ve never flown in a jet aeroplane and never will.  
I’ve given up selling to super markets and am setting up again in market squares.  My longest 
journey (by white van) takes an hour and fifteen minutes.  It is my most lucrative market and keeps 
my attempts at more careful ways of living afloat for now.  It is shorter than the single journey I’d 
take to the nearest super market pack house, or abattoir.  Then of course, my produce would have 
many journeys beyond.  I must develop more-durable markets, but there is much that I can only do 
in community.  My co-operative schooner remains a romantic dream.  My misbehaviour has a far 
more significant effect on Paul’s Wilderness than his demonic turbines do.  My customers, Paul and 
I are one metabolism and let me whisper a secret. We are inextricably bound into Wilderness.  The 
bio mass of Man is one with the bio mass of Earth.

Paul would have wilderness ring-fenced for visitors to renew their work-eroded souls.  He’d 
have wilderness in a picture frame for the recreation of Man?  Such Wilderness is an aesthetic 
conceit, particularised into galleries of wilderness.  He’d secure it from the march of his own 
modernity, in Green Belts, wild life parks and environmental schemes.  Man must not touch it, he 
says, because it is medicine for the soul of Man.

Apart from small foundations (and occasionally access tracks), turbines affect no plant, nor 
bug, nor fungi, nor bird, nor beast, nor any of the goings on of living soil.  They affect a landscape 
painter’s image of landscape and modernity’s sensitive soul.  If we’d have wilderness unaffected by 
Man, we must remove the holidaying landscape painter.  Remove the distant coal-fired power 
station.  Close down Heathrow.  Shut down the fertilizer and pesticide factory.  First thing: abandon 
aesthetic conceit.  Throw away the Modernist Claude glass.  The lonely walker on the lonely hill 
must return to her other life: a life inextricable in its effects from the lives and respirations of 
wilderness.

Our cultures are grown from wilderness.  We are flesh of her flesh.  Modernism was flesh of 



fossil flesh.  Holidaying modernists may have renewed their souls amongst the exciting aesthetics 
of living protein.  No more.  As oil departs, so we depart from Modernity and re-connect with 
wilderness.   For what we take we must return, or become disconnected.  The re-connection is the 
compensation for the inconvenience of natural law.  We floated away on fossilized planets.  Now we 
return and ask for anchorage.  It won’t be easy.  Snowdonia, the Pennines, the South Downs, the 
Chilterns, the Cheviots and all the rest could foster the gently rotating blades of their own 
restoration and also ours: a contrite rehabilitation into the ultimately singular wilderness of the one 
Living Earth.

Modernist Greens turn from burning coal to burning, or charring bio mass and to fencing bio 
diversity in a picture frame.  Green modernism is a pastel shade of old modernism.  If we are to find 
a home, then old modernity must end.  The clean-limbed, body-temples of chemical-free, beautiful 
people, walking in picture frames of wilderness, sit before modernity’s mirror in abstraction. 

Many who assume the abstraction are friends of mine.  I’d add truth to their beauty, because 
the ways from the squalor are through it to the other side.  The modernist picture framer (or picture 
farmer) must allow consequential time to bring tragedy into her serious space.  Have you noticed 
that modernism is too serious for either tragedy, or comedy?  Now that we are all fallen, the 
beautiful, puritan fences are down.  We are not green sages, but fools and clowns.  There is more 
inconvenient truth ahead than beauty.  Civilization is a method and not a transcendent state.  We 
learn methods by tripping over the treasured mistakes of the old.  I nurse bruised shins in the mud 
and then looking up, see the revelations come.  How could I have been so stupid?  

The science is too complex for carbon audits: too many species, rates of respiration and too 
much ignorance.  Our data sits within the perennial limits of human gathering.  Yet we know what 
we have to do: find the artistries to live without oil!  We have organic, bio dynamic agriculture and 
also, it seems lines of rust buckets on a network of useless highways.  We can let bio mass free from 
her environmental-scheme cage.  Societies are a symbiotic bio mass.  The more completely we are 
connected, the more we’ll have to eat.  Speed of cycling increases mass.  Increasing mass increases 
both agricultural yield and bio respiration.  If you remember, this is where I began:  cities as 
agricultures.  No ring-fenced farms and no ring fenced cities!  Farm and city are one.  URBANITY 
IS AN EMERGENT PROPERTY OF FIELDS.

Abstraction is possible for the contemplative monk by the power of charity and for body-
temple modernity by the power of oil.  Now we are palpable wilderness.  To see us apart is the 
message in the mirror, where think tanks think and peers review peers and then we read the advice 
and reviews and levitate gently to the superiority of our ring fences, where the long lawns of 
Nineteen Thirty reach down to the Thames

Oh dear delegates have we the husbandry of our food chain?  How many would abandon 
friends and family to another’s order?  Let buzzards feed on my flesh to the bone and let green 
sward grow over, but somehow here we are: top parasite, predator (organiser if you like) of most of 
the flocks, herds and shoals of earth.  We decide the sizes of forest, field and reservoir and the 
direction of water courses.   I turn the soil with a single turn of the spade and disrupt communities 
of billions.  The vegan has as many deaths on her hands as I.  She and I both choose who shall live 
and who shall die.  The genetics of leaf are as complex as limb and oh the complexities of our 
jurisdictions.  We are one metabolism.  If we subjugate the lion, we must make lions of ourselves.  
Destroy the fox and eat rabbits and chickens.  Let fox and rabbit expand and diminish the corn 
field.  Leave soils unfed and we shall be unfed.  Tragedy is written into the contract.  Some have the 
divine contract.  Others have natural laws.  A shadow runs up my spine as we return the wolf to the 
wood: but beautifully and tragically into the evolutionary pattern of things.

A cow is one with her pastures.    Without her, grasses are self smothering and revert first to 
scrub, then to woodland.  Do not, my dear delegate measure methane belched from my cow, but 
both emissions and inhalations from my cow at her symbiotic pasture.  The efficiency of her 
stomachs extracts more from grass than my singular stomach does from its more various feasting. 



 In consequence, her internal fermentations do not exceed the external fermentations of my more 
nutrient-rich, deposited excrement!  She is a nearly perfect methane digester.  I leave my 
fermentations behind me!  Homo sapiens, the excessive high-protein eater produces excessive 
Nitrous Oxide and Methane.  Likewise her factory farmed, inappropriately-fed livestock.  Extra-
mural leaching and fermentations are everywhere!  Of course flocks and herds are symbiotic to  
grassland.  Oil-fed, arable-fed, factory production will end.  Meat eating must diminish in 
proportion. Meanwhile, stockless arable and horticultural lands will benefit from the reintroduction 
of rotated pastures.  Moreover, omnivorous pigs and poultry are excellent re-cyclers of household 
waste and waste from farming and processing systems.  They also increase the diversity and so 
resilience of rotations.  Both glades in the forest and wide savannahs are parts of a complexity 
beyond our choosing, but I know we have chosen blindly.  Diminish ruminants and diminish 
grasslands. Remove large predators and occupy the role.  Too wild a predator eats all his prey and 
an unsuccessful parasite over-bleeds his host.  We’ve diminished the life, which feeds us: which is  
us.  Burn biomass and we burn ourselves.  We’ve taken fossil grown sacraments of wine and bread 
and so will fade as fossils fade, but how can we betray the sanctity of Fossildom, which has fed us 
so well?  Consumer choosing has foraged among the strata of many millions of summers and now 
her choices are fading.  It is not easy to relinquish such an established browsing through Fossil 
Eden.  Let’s blame the lovely cow.  Let’s put mirrors in space to reflect the sun.  Let’s burn algae, or  
food waste, since they have no record in GDP.  Let’s genetically modify plants to survive our self-
induced Apocalypse. Let’s bury Earth’s bio mass to withdraw Carbon from the air.  Let’s ring fence 
organic farms for the purity of our choosing.  Let’s plant a tree every time we set off from 
Heathrow.  Let’s fly by the power of Jatropha nuts, while protecting far away, rain forest from 
wicked loggers and stupid palm oil planters.  Let’s set aside space for tigers, black grouse, hedge 
hogs, dolphins and pandas and protect the Black Mountains of Wales from the march of the  
windmill. And old Damaetas loved to hear our song.

No more.  Too many pardoner’s tales.  

We must expand the mass of living Carbon and abandon the mass of the fossilized dead.  
Maximum Carbon Britain!  We must stop using coal and oil and re-learn the Rule of Return.  
Carbon for Carbon, Protein for Protein!  Grind my bones to grow your bread.

Then we have wind turbines, direct wind power, water for direct traction and for turbines 
and wave machines, the power of the sun and some gases, which escape the ferment of life and 
from the ways we’ve been living.

Some would have nuclear power.  In evolutionary terms we are frivolous, hunter-gathering  
children of the forest, which is why we adapted so easily to the Oil Garden.  If a mutation comes for  
adulthood, then perhaps we’ll manage nuclear power systems from beginning to end.  Not now.  We 
haven’t the attention span.  That’s all.  How?  Who knows?  We learn from our footsteps.  We’ve 
sketched the terrain.  Time to set out.  We’ll re-set co-ordinates as we go.  

Tomorrow to fresh woods and pastures new?  The spacious three planets of Arcady are 
gone.  Lycidas sunk low, but then mounted too high.  Times have changed the same old pastures.  
We cannot move to the Extra-Planetary Summer Lands of forever new technologies.  This is 
agriculture.  This is work.  Tomorrow to fresh times, in the same old pastures among fields of 
consequence.  There’s no escaping our effects.  We are the wilderness.

 

 

 

 

 

 



 CHAPTER FIFTEEN

 The Return of History
The life I am trying to find is the me that is trying to find it, said R D Laing to my teenage 

years.  Well it’s good advice and of course, as old as the hills.  Confucius wants what he has, rather 
than has what he wants.  I preferred that to Freud’s perpetual destruction of old orders.  But it also 
sits in distorted form at the heart of modernism, in the linguistic philosopher’s pursuit of a simple 
grammar for everything, and the structural anthropologist’s pursuit of primal, universal social 
structures.  I puzzled over Wittgenstein and I romanced in Levi Strauss.  (Mary Douglas was much 
wiser)  They begin with complexity and end with the mirror.  Of course the pursuit and the progress 
rather spoil the wisdom of old Confucius.

Anyway, I’ve been shaped by modernism and am shaping my way out to want what I have, 
which is much less than I’m used to, but is also a revelation of the elegant, functional, substantial 
and fitting, or in old fashioned terms, the true, the good and the beautiful.

It isn’t easy to relinquish the god-like power of oil.  People stand (they say) for ancient god-
given rights to wield it!  Like Sarah Palin, they stand for the Old Godly ways of common sense 
Alaskas.   Apparently, she’s not retreating: just re-loading!  Yet she shoves in cartridges for the 
extra-ordinary and very brief revolution of oil.  British politicians would recoil at the comparison, 
but there’s not a lot to separate their positions.  

We are evacuating the wild ride of brief modernity and returning to normal.  Unfortunately, 
our normality can not be the same!  Though the bio mass, which feeds us, has shrunk, it does have 
potential for re-growth.  However, useful salts and minerals, which have assisted communities in 
the past, have been pillaged to insignificance.  

Lying beneath retail park and slip road are the strata of old economies, which we can re-
occupy: market gardens, high streets, market squares,  corner shops, work shops for trades of many 
kinds, harbours for sea trade and fishing, navigable rivers and canals, abandoned railways and of 
course, the human condition: quixotic, inventive, stupid and wise.  Much of the size of the casino 
has been in ephemera: intellectual property, debt capital, insurance services, services for the 
demands of trickle down, advertising and promotional services and streams of cynically marketed 
accessories, such as cars changed with the fashions and exotic holidays!  We can shrink the 
economy by shedding the ephemera.  If two weeks of toil replace a litre of oil, then we shall have  
full employment.  

Prices can be freed (to an extent) to inflate to man-hours rather than oil-hours.  Then 
because food prices will rise and we all need food, the wealth gap should narrow.  Then we may 
nudge and muddle towards the stability of the same old human condition in a finite, but evolving 
Earth.

How long for impoverished soils to repopulate?  Who knows?  To begin, we must return all  
bio mass to the soil.  How long for seas to repopulate to yield decent quantities of fish?  How 
quickly can small harbours and sailing fleets be commissioned to distribute balanced comparative 
advantages of trade?  How quickly can wind turbines be silhouetted in the Malvern Hills?  How 
long will NIMBYs stand guard?

Manufacturing towns have lost their primary functions, but some inhabitants may find a 
subliminal longing for fields!  If there’s an energy source, electric and bio gas vehicles, wind 
turbines and so on could be made in old factories: turbines in the Pennines for the workshops of 
Manchester.  Don’t forget direct traction from both wind and water.  

Manchester has the ship canal, the Dee Estuary, the Mersey and the world and she may 
blossom with gardens, allotments, orchards and market gardens on appropriate soils.  Her suburbs 
may re-centre into small towns and villages.  Labour can migrate towards energy sources and 
materials.  Timber for boat-building, recycled auto steel for appropriate agricultural machinery!  To 



be productive, labour must be respected and engaged.  Many speak of the extra-ordinary wartime 
mobilization and community spirit, achieved in Nineteen Thirty Nine.  Perhaps we’ll need a War Ag 
for the selfless redistribution of both agricultural responsibilities and agricultural land.  Farmers 
gazing into the tide for the latest returns of the Cargo God must return to their fields to find answers 
at their feet.  Some will have little notion of farming without the God’s Remedies and so will have 
less than they think to teach newcomers.  Acres will shrink to the compass of man power.  The land 
girls (and boys, since I hope they won’t be away fighting in resource and water wars) must have 
ownership of the problems of work, for ingenuity to discover new solutions.

How long to devise enduring energy systems?  It is late to make a start.  There go the 
Westminster Powers and many of my change-them-from-within friends holding to the twilit 
comforts of modernity.  Soon it will be dark.

I don’t know, but hope to learn in the pleasure of good company.  Technology transfer is best 
ignored.  There are no experts on what we’ve to face.  We’ll learn the artistries and ponder the 
science on the way.  Ingenuity is solitary.  Monsanto goes as oil goes.  How inspiring.  Anyone’s 
inheritance!  

The Times are ours and cannot be bequeathed to the imagined technologies of children, 
who’ll have times of their own to manage.  We’ve been handed an inverted epic adventure.  The 
quest is to abandon our lives as gods and become mortal again.  Mortality is not easy.  But do we 
choose to live?  Moral progress towards a better world, powered by ever more ingenious 
technologies is the myth of the Cargo Cult.  At the deepest level, the moral shape of society is 
inherited and cannot progress.  Sometimes we sit happily in it and sometimes not.  When it chimes 
through the senses with the changing forms of time, then we feel the spark, as John Keats did, 
between beauty and truth.  For the most part we find our perceptions flawed.  After all, social 
cohesion is most active when I respect you for your strength, but love you for your weakness.  
Indeed we trade those balances of affection.  Achieving the chime needs the constant application of 
artistry and wit.  

Beautiful truth can be tragic or comic.  Poor Modernism has no time for tragedy or comedy, 
having a better time in the comfortable, spiritual stillness of Never-never, Nineteen Thirty.  She 
inhabits a quietude in which mirrors review what peers have become accustomed to expect.  That 
abstract way of living has been established as a right.  Behind the mirror the nasty and brutish forms 
evolve, but technological modernity (as the mirror image says) is transcendent.  

As oil goes, so mirror images of the Fossil Garden will shatter.  The same humanity, which 
has seen empires come and go, will be faced with those changing, inconvenient forms again.  We’ll 
stretch and yawn, then reach out to touch.  

Without wind, the factory adjacent to the turbines will close until it blows.  Physics will be 
undeniable.  We’ll find other things to do in the meantime: meet in the pub, decorate the house, read 
a book, dig the allotment, or help in the hop gardens.  Factories by rivers will turn until the flood.  
When applied wit and received form make economic sense, then we shall be rewarded with 
functional elegance!  I cannot tell you, my dearest Delegate, how illusively Time’s Forms have 
evolved, while we have been reclining at the well-fed End of History.  We have been spellbound.  
We have been senseless.  Fellow Narcissi, let’s get up from the mirror and meet again on primary 
ground.  Otherwise the primary ground will get up and sweep each of our best laid plans away.

 

 

 

 

 



AFTERWORD

I can give no references but my own, since I’ve gathered from my small, mostly comic 
experience.  The simple statistics frequently used in all sides of all arguments are no use for the 
complexity we face.  Yet we know enough.  The Rule of Return has been followed from ancient 
times and for all our sophistication, it remains the basis of natural law.  It guides physics, biology, 
chemistry, economics and even history and moral philosophy.  Carbon audits may provide back-of-
a-beer mat reassurance, but can do no more.  However, global temperature statistics measure the 
simple end result of an immeasurable complexity and so I think we can call them Useful Truth.  
Likewise, crop yield is a simple indicator of the efficacy of a complexity of behaviours.  

How we adjust those behaviours is too complex for science to unravel.  We adjust by the 
artistries of trial and error.  Consider genetic science.  The new vision of complexity, which it 
presents, is engaging, but brings us no closer to the mystery of life.  Living Protein generated 
through RNA from DNA is a simplicity generated in a straight commercial line by the carelessness 
of commercial minds.  Truth is wilderness, which recedes beyond the inherited picture frame 
specific to our species.  Inner truth is easy: there is humanity and there is inhumanity.  Physics is 
difficult.  Stay sceptical.

Yet we know how to behave!  That is, live within our means, put back as much as we have 
taken out, re-grow the bio mass and so the bio lungs of Earth and stop burning both bio mass and 
fossilised bio mass.  Also, stop using bio-diminishing pesticides, fungicides and herbicides!  
Meanwhile, European spending must shrink by an economic two thirds to the size of a singular 
Earth.  

When economy and ecology are seamlessly enmeshed, then the economy can revolve at 
optimum speed.  When they are not, friction will grind down bio mass, weaken our daisy pump, 
reduce agricultural yields and release wasted economic heat.  

After leaving the fossilized, where it was first laid to rest, we can re-grow the living.  Not 
Zero Carbon Britain, but delicious, respiring, maximum, optimum, carboniferous bio mass.  
Maximum Bio Mass Britain: that is Maximum Protein Britain above the long-sequestered and at 
last unmolested fossilised dead!  Oh rest in peace.

It sounds attractive.  Doesn’t it?  If there’s a fashion for it we’ll be OK.  If not - Politicians 
follow fashion wherever it goes.  The only British public figures and I do mean the only ones, who 
speak the truth of climate change are Archbishop Rowan Williams and Rabbi Jonathan Sacks.  I 
hope they can inspire their sheep.  As an atheist, I’ll be happy to mingle with the flocks in the drove 
to the singular Summer Lands of a Singular Earth.  Then let’s imagine a utopian mingling of all the 
flocks on the Earthly Common.  We never have and never do reach such a Utopia, but it remains our 
measure.  It cuts us down to size.  

There’re an optimum number of grass blades for a flock to graze.  It comes to this: 
Humanity will survive or not by the comedy of a whim.  I hope we live to see the joke.

Our problem is too large for governments to solve. Governments have identities formed by 
assumptions, which first created the problem.  Copenhagen is neither here nor there.  Its 
discussion’s parameters are locked inside the assumption.  It is the modernist assumption, which 
must end.  

The problem is modernism.  If you think, my dear delegate that such and such should not 
happen in our Day and Age; in the Twenty First Century, then you are imprisoned in the modernist 
assumption.  You have lost your sense of the unchanged inheritance of the human condition.  You 
have become victim to the persuasions of the priests of the Cargo Cult.  You may feel that your 
beautifully progressive way of life has transcended brutal laws of physics and biology.  Alas!  Your 
god is dead.  His providence ends as oil ends.  You’d be wise to placate the First Cause, or 
whichever gods you think may provide the gifts of our singular, irrefutably physical and biological 



home.  Power’s role is the cohesion of society.  It has no understanding of a society’s settlement of 
terrain.  That role, dear delegate, is ours.  Oil-crazed power has removed our roles.  Now (with the 
assistance of a fashionable wind) we may re-adopt them.  We’ve new stories to tell, in which the 
new roles participate.  Without the story there is no meaning and no romance.  Without the romance 
we’ve not a hope in hell.  From the innocence of the Fossil Garden we descend into experience!  
The often inconvenient, sometimes delightful surprises of pragmatism then fuel the ancient dream.

Battening our flocks ‘gainst the fresh dews of night
Oft’ till the star that rose in the evening bright
Towards heaven’s descent had slop’d his westering wheel.
Meanwhile the rural ditties were not mute
Tempered to the oaten flute
Rough satyrs danced and fauns with cloven heel
From the glad sound would not be absent long
And old Damaetas loved to hear our song!
 

 

 

FURTHER READING?

I have used two books to help me with this text.  They have both been translated from the Welsh.

Welsh Ships and Sailing Men, by Aled Eames, Gwasg Carreg Gwalch 2006  
The Twilight of Welsh Sail, by J. Geraint Jenkins, University of Wales Press, 1984


